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Summary

Instruction-set processors are complex pieces of circuitry, during the last two decades processor
complexity increased. Technological progress has been a major driving force behind the
growth in processor complexity. Improvements in circuit technology allowed higher circuit
densities and thereby more complex processor architectures.

Processors are usually designed by hand, using design tools to support the design process
and eliminate the trivial, laborious tasks. Design tools furthermore provide the designer with
feedback regarding the implications of design decisions on the actual processor performance.
The Processor Architecture Simulation System comprises of several tools which offer the
designer feedback on three successive levels in the processor design process.

The Processor Architecture Simulation System is used to describe a processor design and
subsequently assess the processor performance by means of simulation. Currently PASS
consists of three hierarchical levels of progressive detail. The intermediate level is used to
examine the instruction-set architecture, it includes a sequential instruction-set simulator
generator system.

The simulator generator, SimGen, generates simulators using processor descriptions. Simula
tors generated by SimGen consist of a standard framework extended with processor specific
blocks. The framework is completed using information from the processor description. A
processor can be described using the description language SimDes. This description specifies
processor resources, the instruction-set structure and its behavior.

Simulators generated using the simulator generator can be used to simulate processor behav
ior. Behavior is recorded, by either storing traces, or updating statistics. In this format the
behavioral data does not present usable information regarding the processor performance. An
additional step is required to derive processor performance figures from this information.

To obtain reliable performance figures, the behavior of existing processors must be correlated
with the recorded behavior of simulators for these processors. Findings from these test-runs
may lead to more reliable performance figures.

Once reliable performance figures are generated, the processor designer can use these figures
to compare designs, a comparison based on concrete data rather than intuition. The current
simulator generator is the first generation of simulator generators using the PASS tool-set.
Currently a degree of parallelism is being added to the tools on the intermediate level.
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Introduction - 7

1 Illtroduction

Integrated circuit technology has flourished during the last two decades. Technological
progress in the integrated circuit production process has led to higher circuit densities per
square inch. Not only circuit density has increased, operating speeds have improved too.
Both the increased circuit density, as well as improvements in operating speeds are profitable
to instruction-set processors.

Instruction-set processors are logically interconnected systems of arithmetic units, regis
ters, ports and controllers which interpret instructions stored in an external memory. An
instruction-set processor has a finite instruction-set. An instruction, often parameterized,
performs a certain operation. Programs are structured, concatenated instruction sequences.
Instruction processors find their application in a wide range of applications varying from ev
eryday house-hold appliances to high-speed work-stations. This wide variety in operational
environments is not a mere coincidence.

Instruction processors are very versatile pieces of circuitry. A versatility derived from the abil
ity to execute different tasks, corresponding with different instruction sequences. In general
instruction processors are used when development of custom silicon is either too expensive or
not flexible enough.

The speed-gain due to technological development is an important factor in the increasing
computing power of processors. However other factors are equally important. Instruction
processors in the seventies relied heavily on the so-called "Von Neumann"-cycle. Essentially
the "Von Neumann"-cycle symbolizes sequential instruction execution. Instructions are ex
ecuted one at a time. Each instruction is fetched from memory, decoded and subsequently
executed. Performance can be improved by eliminating wait-states, for instance by adding
caches. The "Von Neumann"-cycle still remains a bottleneck, only one single instruction is
being processed within a certain time-slot.

During the seventies and eighties the research effort concentrated on parallel instruction exe
cution. Executing two instructions in parallel would ideally correspond to a circuit operating
at twice the original speed. Thus bringing much higher execution speeds within reach. Pro
cessing multiple instructions at a time however requires duplication of various processor parts.
In addition to this, extra hardware is needed to cope with the administrative overhead asso
ciated with scheduling parallel instruction execution. Due to the increase in integration level,
parallel processors became viable alternatives to the classical "Von Neumann"-machine.

During the eighties one method to schedule instructions for parallel execution, pipelining, was
introduced in many commercially available devices. In these devices one single instruction is
partitioned into multiple stages. Multiple stages of different instructions are being processed
in parallel. Each stage must be completed before proceeding to the next stage. For instance,
an instruction can be partitioned in three stages: a fetch, a decode and an execute stage.
When three different stages are processed for three subsequent instructions in a single time
step, the processor throughput would triple. Using the classical "Von Neumann"-machine only
one single instruction stage can be processed in a single time-step. Assuming the pipeline is
ideal, this would triple processor performance.

However, an instruction may need a result which is produced by the previous instruction
in the pipeline. The instruction in question cannot be processed yet. This situation is
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called a pipeline dependency or pipeline-conflict. There are two solutions to this problem,
conflicts can be avoided altogether or can be solved once they appear. From the processor
designer point of view the avoidance of conflicts, by inhibiting certain instruction sequences,
is the easiest solution. No additional hardware is required to resolve conflicts. This solution
severely complicates code-generation for the processor. On the other hand, all instruction
sequences could be allowed and once a pipeline dependency occurs results could be forwarded.
Alternatively the processor pipeline could be stalled. One question remains, what are the
practical implications of these actions on processor performance.

When designing a processor choices are made with respect to the processors instruction
set and architecture. These choices affect processor performance. The extend to which the
processor performance is affected cannot be established easily. This information is vital
however in the early steps of processor design. It might be impossible to obtain a certain
performance, if an incorrect decision is made at an early stage in the design.

Tools which establish processor performance in the design phase are rare. This was the
main incentive for researchers at the Digital Information Systems group at the Eindhoven
University of Technology to design PASS, the Processor Architecture Simulation System.

Formal deduction of processor performance is virtually impossible, the second best alternative
is simulation. Processor performance can be measured accurately by simulating benchmarks,
or typical applications, for the processor under design. During this simulation processor
behavior can be monitored and recorded. The data retrieved from the simulator can be
processed, results from the "post-processor" could be used in the design-process.

Recapitulating, the Processor Architecture Simulation System is a tool-set which allows a
designer to describe an instruction-set processor. The processor description is used to generate
a compiler and simulator. The resulting compiler and simulator can be used to compile
and simulate benchmarks or typical applications. The data retrieved from simulation-runs
provides information for more reliable design-decisions.

1.1 Design philosophy

The Processor Architecture Simulation System should support the designer throughout the
entire design process. In [Koo90] Koomen analyzes design processes and presents an abstract
model for a general design process. In this analysis an ideal design process is introduced. The
idealized design process leads "directly" to the required solution. During the design process
no errors are made which force us to reconsider design decisions. The idealized design process
consists of a concatenation of several design-steps, see figure 1. Although a practical design
process generally is more complex, it can be constructed using the same design-steps.

Formalization Specification Detailing i ) ~ Realization

~

Figure 1: Idealized design process
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Ideally, each design step is accompanied by validation of the step made. Validating the
design-decisions made on this level of detail. Although formal verification should be used
were possible simulation is often the only way to validate a design-step.

Koomen distinguishes four basic-steps in the design process. The idealized design process in
figure 1 consists of these four basic steps.

• The first step is the formalization step. It represents the translation of an idea into a
formal description. All design-requirements are established in this step.

• During the second step the specification step, information is added to the design re
garding design knowledge.

• The specification step can be followed by various detailing steps. During a detailing
step extra detail is added to the result of the previous step. Subsequently the resulting
problem is solved on this level of detail. Detailing is continued until a solution is found
which satisfies the specification in sufficient detail to make the realization step.

• The realization step establishes the solution or end-goal in terms of the target system.
For example, when designing an integrated circuit layout this implies generating masks
for the circuit layout.

The idealized design process yields a hierarchical design. A design process in which a design
is described using several levels of detail. Each level of detail limits the problem-scope,
freeing the design from excessive detail. Design decisions made on each design level should be
validated either by formal proof or using simulation, comparing the required with the actual
behavior.

1.2 Hierarchy and PASS

Processors can be described using formalisms designed for the tools in the PASS tool-set.
These descriptions in turn are used by the tools to generate compilers and simulators. Within
PASS three hierarchical layers can be distinguished. These levels of progressive detail are
presented in figure 2.

The"Architecture Workbench", [Torr88] represents level 0, in the PASS processor perfor
mance analysis system. This processor performance analysis tool was developed by the Stan
ford University Computer Science Laboratory. Only the basic processor characteristics are
described at this level. Any alterations of processor characteristics immediately affect simu
lation results.

Levell of the PASS hierarchy is used to model the instruction-set architecture. Little in
formation regarding the actual processor structure is present at this level. At this point the
instruction-set processor is specified by its instruction-set, and the elements upon which it
operates. The PASS tools on this level generate a compiler and simulator using a description.
This compiler, simulator pair can process benchmarks or typical applications. Several tools
on the intermediate level are still under development.

Level 2 of the system hierarchy is used to model the processor architecture. It should provide
a yet more detailed behavioral or even structural simulation using a hardware description
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.-/

Level 2

Optimized Compiler

lDaSS - VHDL

Levell

Targeted Compiler

SimGen - SimDes

Level 0

Arch itectu ra I

Workbench

Figure 2: PASS hierarchy

language such as VHDL. At present there is still little information available regarding this
level. Simulation results should be more accurate than those on level 1 of the system hierarchy,
implementation details will be added to the processor model.

1.2.1 The Intermediate level

In figure 3, an overview of the intermediate level is presented. Two different tools appear on
this level. The compiler generator tool and the simulator generator. The compiler generator
consists of a compiler front-end and a compiler back-end generator. The compiler front-end
is generated only once, and can be used for all different processor types.

The compiler back-end is derived from the processor description. At present no method is
known to automatically create high quality targeted compiler back-ends. However, several
tools exist to eliminate the trivial part of the back-end generation process. Using both the
existing front-end and a "manually" generated back-end, a compiler can be generated. A
compiler which can be used to translate applications to machine-code for the processor under
design.

The second tool on this level is the simulator generator. The simulator generator uses the
processor description to generate source code for the simulator. By combining these sources
with a set of standard building blocks, stand-alone simulators can be generated.

The simulator in turn can be used to simulate object files generated by the compiler. Simulation
runs produce sets of statistical and dynamic data reflecting estimated processor behavior.
Traces and statistics as such do not specify whether or not design A is better than design B.
To obtain this information the generated data will have to be processed by a post-processor.
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Predefined
C-sources

~

~~a "e" Processor
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~

t€J~
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Back-end c::::::> on c::::::> specific
Generator Unix host Compiler

Compiler <fJFront-end

Figure 3: PASS intermediate level

1.3 Sequential Instruction Set Simulation

1.3.1 Limitations

This report deals with only a small part of the PASS tool-set, the design of the simulator
generator on the intermediate level. This report reflects the first attempt to capture processors
in a processor description language suitable for the intermediate level. Subsequently these
descriptions will be used to construct instruction-set simulators. In this first attempt the
problem scope is limited to sequential simulation. This limitation has certain implications on
the practical use of generated simulators.

At the intermediate level in the PASS hierarchy, instructions will be used as the most ele
mentary action. The actual structure of these actions is disregarded, as long as the net-effect
corresponds to that of the execution of the actual instruction. Thus the simulators generated
by the tools on the intermediate level will perform a strictly behavioral simulation.

1.3.2 Simulation level

The simulator executes instructions from the processors instruction-set. These instructions
modify the processors state. Processor state is stored in "hardware" accessible to the instruction
set. Accesses to this "hardware" can give an indication regarding processor utilization. All
accesses should be monitored and or recorded.

A processor could be modeled by its instructions-set and the hardware visible to the instruction
set. It might be lucrative to model extra hardware in the processor. This not only eases the
instruction-set description, but may also prove helpful in the next detailing step, the step
from the intermediate to the most detailed design-level.
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For instance, consider a register which has an activity counter associated with it. An activity
counter allows us to monitor register usage. When reading (or writing) the registers read
(or write) counter is increased. When a registers contents is used more than once within a
single instruction, the register contents could be stored in a latch. Thus freeing that register
for other purposes. This in turn will reduce the number of register accesses. If this latch
is not modeled in the processor description, the activity counter associated with the register
in question will not reflect the actual register activity. Thus this utilization figure would be
inaccurate or even useless.

To obtain accurate simulation results it does not suffice to model the hardware which is
accessible to the instruction-set. The hardware just outside the instruction-set view must be
modeled too. This additional hardware often affects the behavior of the instructions with
respect to e.g. accesses to registers.

1.3.3 Simulation results

Simulators generated by the simulator generator are used to monitor processor performance.
The actual evaluation of these performance data, is performed off-line. As indicated in the
previous paragraph, the processor model must be considered when behavioral information is
processed. Using and evaluating these data is a problem in its own right and will be considered
only to a limited extend in this report. Simulators on the intermediate level log two different
types of information, they register dynamic and statistical information.

• Dynamic information

Dynamic data (traces), are stored in a log file. This file contains transcripts of charac
teristic operations which were performed by the simulator. For example assignments to
registers, assignments to memory or information regarding addresses used.

Read and Write accesses to Memory

Read accesses to registers and ports

Arithmetic Operations

Function usage

Instruction usage

• Statistical information

Two types of statistical information are available, automatic and manual statistics.

Activity or usage counters are automatically registered statistics. Activity counters
are attached to registers, ports and memory, processor resources visible to the
instruction-set. Activity counters are useful in the actual performance evaluation.
Although the same data could be derived from the simulation traces, updating
activity counters does not slow down the simulation as much as traces do.

Manual statistics are special variables declared inside the simulator. These statis
tics mlist be updated by statements in the processor description. They can be
used to store various types of information such as the number of internal processor
states.
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1.3.4 Instruction Set Simulator Generator - structure

Although the simulator generator has been limited in complexity, the actual construction of
the simulator generator is still fairly complex. The simulator generator is a compiler in its
own right. The simulator generator is handed a processor description and must parse this
description. Subsequently it must generate code for actual simulators.

To ease the construction, the simulator generator design was partitioned into smaller steps.

• Create processor model

Establish the actual shape and contents of the simulators.

• Design a processor description language (SimDes)

SimDes should contain all information needed to generate simulators using the processor
model.

• Develop SimGen front-end

Create a compiler front-end for the SimDes language.

• Develop SimGen back-end

Create the code-generator.
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2 Processor model, impact on simulators

The choice of the processor-model limits or emphasizes the type of information which can
be derived from simulator output. The processor model must be constructed with certain
design-requirements in mind. These requirements vary for each level in the PASS hierarchy.
Requirements presented here apply either to the simulator generator, or simulation results.

• Intermediate Level - Simulator Generator requirements

- Sequential processors

Behavioral simulation

Target language C, machine independent

- Instruction is the smallest executable element

• Intermediate Level - Simulation requirements

- Read and write accesses to Memory

- Read and write accesses to registers and ports

- Arithmetic Operations

Function usage

Instruction usage

2.1 Historic view
Researchers at the Eindhoven University of Technology are not the first to venture into the
possibilities of instruction-set simulation. In the seventies many researchers have tried to
devise instruction-set processor simulators.

In [MueI76] a project is presented which models sequential instruction-set processors, using a
universal instruction-set description language IDL. The resulting tool has been used to design
and benchmark controllers. In IDL the instruction-set is described using several "primitive"
instructions.

At the same time, Barbacci (CMU) created another instruction-set processor description
language, ISP [Barb75]. This language is based on register transfer languages rather than
universal instruction-sets. Barbacci developed ISPS a system to simulate ISP descriptions
[Park79J. ISP contains some very interesting constructs, some of which have been implemented
in our description language.

ISP was first used in the so-called CFA-family project. A project directed at the evaluation of
three different types of processor architectures [Barb77]. ISPL was used to obtain performance
figures by means of simulation. The relation between the performance figures obtained from
simulation-runs and the actual processor performance, was not clear at the time. A separate
research program was initiated to correlate the processor performance figures with the actual
processor performance. No further information has been found regarding the results of this
research.
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Although ISP constructs are presented very clearly, no information is present regarding the
impact of certain language constructs on the actual simulators or simulator generator. Most
articles present the subject rather superficial, hiding the internal simulator constructs from
view.

A completely different application which uses an instruction-set simulator generator is pre
sented in [Miya84]. Researchers at the Omron R&D labs developed a software development
environment for processor based systems. They constructed the "cross-program simulator".
A tool which accepts a processor description language called HDL. This description is used
to construct simulators. The main goal of the project was simulation of processor behavior
using the generated simulators rather than processor performance analysis.

The simulators generated by this tool are used in a software development environment, to
debug test programs in an early stage of the processor design process. Once the actual
processors are produced they can be tested, using debugged applications. Although their
main goal, the creation of a software-development environment, differs from that of the PASS
tool-set, the general approach and problems involved are similar to those in the Simulator
Generator project. In [Miya84] the hardware description language HDL is mentioned but
not expanded on. [Miya84] presents the simulator structure, a structure which is used in the
SimGen simulator generator.

2.2 Processor Model

2.2.1 Processor as State Machine

The systems presented in the previous articles all share a similar concept. Instruction-set
processors are considered to be state machines. This is not very surprising sequential proces
sors were constructed as finite state machines in the first place. State-machines, or automata
have another advantage, they can be simulated easily using a function oriented language.

A finite automaton can be described using a 5 tuple; initial state, current state, input symbols,
a state-transition function, and an accepting state(s). An automaton is considered to be finite
if the number of states can be enumerated. It is considered to be deterministic if, in any
state, there is only a single state-transition for each input symbol. The automaton is a simple
formalism. Starting in the initial state a finite automaton can be handed an input symbol.
As a result of such input, the automaton invokes a state-transition, resulting in a new state.

The processor-model used in the simulator description language on the intermediate level
resembles a finite automaton. "Storage" elements in the processor represent the state
information. This state-information also includes the memory contents. Although memory is
not part of the processor as such, applications cannot be simulated without memory.
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State-information:

• memory

• ports (io)

• registers

• latches

The initial state is determined by the initial state of all individual memory elements. In
each state, a single state-transition can occur, the next instruction. Instructions are executed
by the automaton or simulator when an "execute-next-instruction" symbol is received. This
symbol is the only input symbol needed by the simulator.

The choice of the processor-model has some repercussions on the actual simulators. The
special character of io ports and interrupt signals is reduced to that of buffer registers in the
processor. These contain no explicit value, unless written in by the processor or user. For
the moment this is taken for granted. Although this processor-model allows complete and
straight-forward description of sequential processor behavior, parallel processors cannot be
modeled using this model.

2.2.2 Instruction Cycle

SimGen simulators use a processor model similar to that used in [Miya84]. Although in
structions to the outside world appear as the most elementary simulator actions, inside the
processor a single instruction is divided into 4 parts, see figure 4. These parts are reminiscent
of the "Von Neumann" stages. Similar models are presented in [Barb77] and [MueI76].

• The fetch, the decode and the execute stage represent instruction execution. During
the fetch stage information needed for the instruction decoding process is retrieved from
memory. This process is identical for all instructions. It is modeled using one single
description for all instructions.

• The decoding process determines what kind of instruction is to be executed and invokes
an appropriate execution stage. This decoder is automatically generated using instruc
tion descriptions. Automatic decoder generation alleviates the processor description
process.

• During the execution stage additional operands can be fetched. This stage is unique for
each individual instruction or group of instructions.

• The trap handler stage is executed after each instruction to test if interrupt(s) occurred.
The smallest visible step in the processor is an instruction, it is not possible to interrupt
the actual instruction execution.

In the current processor model interrupts are mapped on state-information. The envi
ronment which should provide interrupts is not modeled. The trap-handler stage can be
used to trap e.g. page-violations or perform a task present in every instruction. Similar
to the fetch stage one single trap-handler description is used for all instructions.
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Fetch
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Execute
Alternative
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Execution
Control

Trap
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Figure 4: Instruction cycle

2.2.3 State Information

Processor state is determined by various different pieces of processor hardware. These pieces
of hardware e.g. registers and memory, will be referred to as resources. The characteristics of
these resources must be described in the processor description. In this paragraph the nature
and characteristics of these resources will be examined.

Four different resources are distinguished, memory, registers, latches, ports and interrupts.

• Memory can be characterized by two numbers, the number of memory words and the
width of these words. Memory will be used to store programs or information for the
processor. Initially memory is initialized with zeros. A read and write counter is
associated with each memory element.

• Registers and register arrays in particular resemble memory declarations. Registers are
characterized by the number of elements and their width. Registers may be initialized
with arbitrary specified values.

• Latches or shadow registers, do not store state information but are vital for reliable
statistics. They are used to limit the number of accesses to registers or free them for
other tasks. Latches are identical in declaration to registers but have no initial value.

• Ports are declared similar to registers. Ports are characterized by the number of elements
and their width. Ports are used to model input and output buffer registers. Ports have
no initial value.
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2.2.4 State Transitions

Although various processors use various types of instructions, instructions can be grouped
into functionally related classes. The division presented here has been taken from the IEEE
standard for Microprocessor Assembly Language [IEEE85].

• Arithmetic Instructions

• Logical Shift Instructions

• Data Transfer Instructions

• Control Transfer Instructions

• Miscellaneous

Instructions are elementary simulator actions and must be modeled by the processor descrip
tion language. The processor description must describe behavior of each individual instruc
tion or group of instructions in the instruction-set. In general instruction behavior can be
described using register transfer languages, or derivatives of such languages. Register transfer
languages used in similar projects are ISP(L) and HDL, [Barb77] and [Miya84]. Apart from
a behavioral instruction description, the simulator generator requires information regarding
instruction opcodes and operands involved.

In processors as well as in simulators, instructions must be decoded, preceding to their exe
cution. Instructions are presented to the processor using instruction operation codes. Inside
real processors the instruction opcodes are decoded by processor specific hardware. In gen
eral the instruction-set is coded to allow fast and simple instruction decoding. The simulator
generator will automatically generate an instruction decoder. To generate such a decoder,
information regarding instruction opcodes and instruction operands must be specified for each
(group of) instruction(s).

Instruction operation codes, generally consist of at least a single word. In this word several
bits are used to indicate the operation type. In most instruction-sets, the first bits determine
the operation type. The remaining bits in the opcode may contain instruction operands. The
decoder matches these fixed bits and subsequently extracts the operands.

Consider a simple move register to register instruction. The opcode for this instruction
generally consists of a (set of) bit(s), which indicates this is an instruction from the data
transfer group. Furthermore it will contain two sets of bits which designate the source and
destination of the move operation. Apart from operands in the instruction opcode, additional
operands can be specified which are positioned in the words following the opcode, for example
addresses.

2.3 Simulator Structure

The choice of the processor model not only affects the description language and tools which
process the description language. It also affects the simulators generated by the simulator
generator. The simulators generated by SimGen are command line oriented simulators. The
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simulators have a menu like user-interface which enables them to load, save and execute
programs for a certain processor.

The simulators are only partially generated by the SimGen compiler. A large part of the
simulator consists of standard include files. These standard building blocks construct a general
simulator framework, leaving certain voids which are filled using the processor description.
Figure 5 reflects the simulator structure. The simulator framework consists of a user-interface,
an instruction decoder, the execution module a memory manager and various other standard
blocks. The simulator framework contains several handles for the state-information and the
state-transitions.

The state-information must be derived from the processor description and must be mapped on
target language data-structures. These data-structures contain declarations for all simulator
state information. In addition to these data-structures, information regarding identifier
names, indices and references are provided to allow the simulator user to examine and modify
resources by name.

Apart from the state information the designer also specifies a behavioral description for each
instruction. All information for the fetch, decode, execute and trap-handler stage of each
instruction are derived from the processor description. These behavioral descriptions are
translated into target language functions. These transition functions are used to complete
the simulator framework. In addition to these transition functions information regarding
instruction and function names must be present. This information can be used inside the
simulator to allow the user to refer to instructions or functions by name.

Recapitulating the information obtained from a processor model description can be divided
in five groups.

• Database

The database provides information concerning the declarations of resources such as
memory, registers and ports. It includes information regarding instruction opcodes and
operands. It also provides information required to access all data-structures using the
simulator user-interface.

• Function-code

More on this later.

• Fetch-code

Code generated from the behavioral description of the fetch routine.

• Instruction-code

Code generated from the behavioral descriptions of various instructions.

• Trap-Handler-code

Code generated from the behavioral description of the trap-handler.
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3 Processor Description Lan.guage

The processor model and the simulator requirements are used in the processor description lan
guage design. The language used to describe processors for the simulator generator (SimGen)
is called SimDes, short for simulator description language.

3.1 Language design considerations

3.1.1 Desirable language properties

When designing a processor description language it is wise to consult the views of other
language designers on similar languages and desirable language properties in general, [Barb75].
Both properties will be evaluated.

• General Language Properties

- Readability

A notation is used to transfer information between human and machine but also
between humans in general.

- Familiarity

Use familiar language concepts consistently.

- Generality

A description language should describe the universe of interest where possible using
a hierarchical structure.

- Simplicity

Few primitive concepts should be available. New constructs are generated using
these primitives.

• Register Transfer Languages Properties

- Extensibility

A language must allow the definition of new constructs in terms of elements already
in the language.

- Fidelity

The description should reflect the structure of the machine.

- Timing and concurrency

Machines are essentially parallel, therefore a register transfer language should be
too.

Syntactically simple

Writing descriptions should be simple.

Hardware independent

Notations should be independent of target hardware.
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Although all general properties apply to the processor description language some of the reg
ister transfer language properties do not apply to the simulator generator. SimGen is part of
the intermediate level of the PASS tool-set, on this level behavior is simulated rather than the
actual processor structure. The current processor model can be used for sequential simulation
only, parallelism will not be considered here.

3.1.2 Practical requirements

Apart from idealistic properties other requirements need to be considered. The simulator
generator accepts a processor description, and will produce sources for the actual simulators.
These sources consist of databases and translations of behavior descriptions.

If our design goal was to obtain fast simulators like in [Miya84], description language con
structs should be translated directly using assembler. This would limit the use ofthe simulator
to one specific target machine. Using a higher level target language which is freely available
this problem can be overcome, although the speed advantage of assembler will be lost.

The programming language C is freely available and is function oriented. These characteristics
make it a suitable langua.ge for sequential instruction-set simulation. Using C as target lan
guage introduces a loss in efficiency. A balance must be found between the ease of compilation
and the ease of processor description.

At present the simulator description is used exclusively by SimGen. Ideally a single processor
description should suffice for all tools on the intermediate level. At present this is not pos
sible yet. To maintain a flexible description, several block constructs are used which group
certain types of information. E.g. a block which contains resource information, a block which
contains instruction information etc. Once all tools on a level are complete and functioning,
all descriptions can be united in a more elegant language structure.

Practical requirements

1. Use of block constructs for expansion of language, compromise readability extensibility.

2. Uniform resource declaration structure containing multiple identifiers, array indices,
type information and initials.

3. Allow function declarations, a combination of both readability, and avoidance of dupli
cation

4. Pascal and or C statement constructs to allow efficient translation to target language
constructions

5. Expression operators resembling those used by register transfer languages. (access to
bits in resources and expressions)

6. A formalism to redefine often used pieces of hardware
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3.2 SimDes syntax and semantics

In the following paragraphs the SimDes syntax and semantics are presented using their
production-rules and several small examples. The production rules and syntax related in
formation will be presented using "syntax" figures. These production-rules represent the
grammar of the description language. For a complete list of all terminals and non-terminals,
refer to Appendix C.

3.2.1 Tokens

The smallest elements in the SimDes description language are the tokens. SimDes contains
several different classes of tokens.

• Identifiers

SimDes is a case sensitive language. Identifiers consist of one or more symbols. The first
symbol must be either an underscore or a letter, additional symbols, can be either
letters, digits or underscores. Identifier length must not exceed 30 characters.

letter
digit

identifier

= (alb ylz) I (AIB ... YIZ)
= (011 819)

Syntax 1: Identifiers

• Numbers

Resources and expressions are limited to a width of 32 bits. This implies the largest
number processed as such is 232 • Introducing larger numbers would affect the simulator
complexity and speed. Using the largest standard type from the target language a
reasonable compromise is achieved between speed and versatility. If performance using
these numbers is acceptable, more elaborate numbers might be introduced later.

All numbers in SimDes are unsigned. Signed numbers may be introduced by the designer
using a notational convention such as signed magnitude or 2-complement. Numbers are
specified either using binary, decimal or hexadecimal notation (syntax 2). Should the
user specify numbers exceeding 32 bits, they will be automatically truncated. The
right-most bit in a number is the least significant bit and is addressed as bit o.

binary
decimal
hexadecimal

number

= Ob(Oll)*
= (0111213141516171819)*
= Ox(0111213141516171819Ialblcldlelf)*

= binary I decimal I hexadecimal

Syntax 2: Numbers
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3.2.2 General block syntax

A SimDes description consists of several modules or blocks. This modular approach eases ex
pansion of the language with new constructs. Blocks not needed by one tool can be discarded
by its scanner. Blocks are braced using I[ ]I brackets.

I [ comment : Characters in this comment may contain tabs.
new lines etc.

] I

Syntax 3: Comment block

The block type follows the opening bracket. Syntax 4 lists all block types used by SimDes.
In syntax 3 an example block is presented. All blocks have a fixed position in a processor
description. Some blocks such as comment or implementation blocks may appear more than
once in a single description. More on this later.

aliases
comment
description
fetch
fetchbuffer
functions
history
implementation

instructions
memory
PC
ports
registers
resources
traphandler
statistics

Syntax 4: Block types for SimDes

3.2.3 Comment

Two different comment styles are supported by SimDes. The comment block has already been
introduced. A comment block may contain nested comment blocks, the ]I symbol indicates
the end of a block. Comments are removed from the description by the scanner.

The second comment style uses the # symbol. All characters following a # symbol, until the
next end of line are considered to be comment and will be removed from the input file by the
scanner.

3.2.4 Description Structure

A designer usually compares several alternative processor implementations. For example a
single register file processor and a multiple register file processor. The SimDes language allows
the description of multiple implementations of a single processor in one single description file.
Once this description is processed by SimGen, the simulator generator returns two separate
simulators, one for each individual implementation. There is no interaction between these
simulators.
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A description consists of a global part and at least one implementation block (see figure 6).
In the global part all global resources and global statistics are described. These resources and
statistics are accessible to all implementations. Implementation resources and statistics are
accessible within the implementation in which they were declared.

The SimDes framework for a single description using two separate implementations is listed
in figure 6. All blocks in SimDes have a fixed order. For a list of all production rules see
appendix C.

J[ description

I[ resources
I [ statistics

I[ implementation:
I [ resources
I [ statistics
I [

] I

JI
J I

Single_register
] I
]1
] I

# resources visible to
# all implementations

# resources visible
# only to this
# implementation

I[ implementation: Multiple_register
I [ resources ] I
I [ statistics ] I
I [ ] I

] I
JI

Figure 6: Global description structure

3.3 Description Block

3.3.1 Global Resources

# resources visible
# only to this
# implementation

The global resources block (figure 7) is used to define registers, io ports and aliases which are
accessible to all implementations.

In the resources block the memory and program counter declaration are the only obligatory
fields. These fields must be present otherwise SimGen can not construct a functional sim
ulator. Other blocks can be used or left out altogether. Resources declared in the global
resources block are accessible to all implementations.
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I[ resources
I [ memory
I [ PC
I[ registers
I[ ports
I[ aliases

] I

] I
] I
] I
] I
] I

Figure 7: Global resources declaration

Memory

The memory declaration is used by SimGen to generate an appropriate Memory Manager, 32
bits addressing space nowadays is more of a rule than exception. Reserving and initializing
4 Giga-bytes of memory on a state of the art computer, however, is bad practice. Therefore
memory is allocated dynamically, according to actual use. At the moment only a single
memory declaration is allowed. This may be extended in the near future to a variable number,
to enable e.g. Harvard architectures to be simulated.

Syntax 5 declares memory consisting of Size words, numbered O••(Size-l), each word con
tains Width bits. The number of memory elements determines the address-bus width. The
memory width corresponds to the data-bus width of a processor. In all declarations, array
indices are placed in brackets. Information regarding resource width will be placed in braces.

Memory may be referenced using the identifier Ident in combination with a single index in
brackets, just as an ordinary array in C or Pascal.

memory : I[ 'memory' : Ident [Size] {Width}] I

Syntax 5: Memory declaration

Program Counter

The program counter can be used in the actual simulator to fetch the next instruction from
memory. It is declared as a single register with an initial value, but is declared separately due
to its special nature. In a statement block the PC can be used like any other register. Once an
instruction is decoded by the simulator, the program counter will be updated automatically
in accordance with the instruction opcode length.

pc : I[ 'PC' : Ident {Width} = { Init } ] I

Syntax 6: Program counter declaration

In syntax 6 a program counter is declared. It is to be addressed using the Ident identifier.
Its width is Width bits and initially its value is Init.
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Registers

Registers are declared in the register-block. The register declaration syntax is listed in Syn
tax 1.

register_block
register_block

register_declarations
register_declarations

register_declaration
register_declaration

identifiers
rest_identifiers
rest_identifiers

designator1
designator1

initial_values
initiaLvalues

integer_list
rest_integer_list
rest_integer_list

I[ 'registers' : register_declarations]1

register_declaration
register_declaration register_declarations

identifiers designator1 { Int } initial_values

Ident rest_identifiers

Ident rest_identifiers

[ Int ] designator1

= { integer_list}

Syntax 7: Register declaration

In figure 8 a sample register declaration block is presented. It declares a,b,c and d as arrays
of 15 registers, 6 bits each. Next e,f and g a.re declared as a multidimensional array of 6
registers, 5 bits wide each. If no initials are specified, the initial values remain undefined.
The initialization is illustrated in table 1.

I[ registers: a,b,c,d [15] {6};
e,f,g [2] [3]{5} = {O,l,2,3,4,5}

] I

Figure 8: Register declaration example

Ports

Port declarations are similar to register declarations. Ports cannot be initialized. At the
moment the special nature of ports, io devices, is not modeled by SimDes. Ports communicate
with an outside world which is not modeled by SimDes. They are declared in separate blocks
for future use. Currently ports are handled like registers. Declaration syntax is presented in
syntax 8.
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f[O][.]
f[I][.]

f[.][O]
o
3

f[.][I]
1
4

f[.][2]
2
5

Table 1: Initial values in register f

port_block
port_block

port_declarations
port_declarations

port_declaration
port_declaration

identifiers
rest_identifiers
rest_identifiers

designator1
des ignator1

Syntax 8: Port declaration

I[ 'ports' : port_declarations] I

port_declaration
port_declaration port_declarations

identifiers designator1 { Int }

Ident rest_identifiers

Ident rest_identifiers

[ Int ] designator1

Aliases

Aliases may be used to redefine parts of previously declared resources, such as registers or
ports. Aliases cannot be used to merge resources. Aliases may be used to ease the access
to certain parts of previously defined hardware such as registers and or memory elements.
Most eloquent example are the individual flags in the PSW. Alias declaration syntax is listed
in syntax 9. Alias declarations specify which bits in a previously defined resource are to be
addressed by a new name. This might be a single bit, or multiple bits in sequence. Alias
definitions can be defined using registers, ports and memory, but also using previously defined
aliases. Recursive or forward alias definitions are not allowed.

I [ aliases : f = af{8 .. 1S};
zero = f{O};
parity = f{t};

negate = f{2};
carry = f{3}

] I

Figure 9: Alias declaration example
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alias_block
alias_block

alias_declarations
alias_declarations

alias_declaration
alias_declaration
alias_declaration

designator!
designator!

I [ 'aliases' : alias_declarations] I

alias_declaration
alias_declaration alias_declarations

Ident = Ident designator! { Int }
Ident = Ident designator! { Int Int }

[ Int ] designator!

Syntax 9: Alias declaration

In figure 9 an alias for bits 8 through 15 of the previously declared register af is declared.
These bits can be addressed by referring to f. Subsequently several flags are defined using
the alias f. Note that the right-most bit, bit 0, by convention is the least significant bit.

3.3.2 Global Statistics

Statistics are declared separately because they do not model processor hardware. Statistics
can be used to store information which is not logged elsewhere. For instance, the store the
accumulated number of processor cycles used. The processor designer will have to update this
counter him(her)self. In syntax 10 the statistics declaration syntax is described. Statistics
are declared similar to ports. There is no need to specify a width for statistics this is set to
32 automatically. This width represents the largest primitive integer in C, the unsigned long.

In a processor description statistics are addressed similar to registers. Statistics are restricted
in their use, reflecting their true nature. It is not allowed to use statistics in alias declarations
and as counters in for statements. Further restrictions seem to limit correct use.

statistic_block
statistic_block

statistic_declarations
statistic_declarations
statistic_declaration
statistic_declaration

identifiers
rest_identifiers
rest_identifiers

designator!
designator!

I [ 'statistics' : statistic_declarations] I

statistic_declaration
statistic_declaration statistic_declarations

identifiers designator! { Int }

Ident rest_identifiers

Ident rest_identifiers

[ Int ] designator!

Syntax 10: Statistics declaration
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3.4 Implementation

Within the framework of a single processor description multiple implementations of one pro
cessor are allowed. Each implementation must have a unique name. Eventually, the infor
mation from each individual implementation will be used to generate a single simulator. The
simulator is named using the implementation identifier. Global resources and memory are
accessible from within each implementation. Implementation specific resources, however, are
accessible only in the implementation in which they were declared.

A single implementation description (figure 10) consists of various implementation specific
blocks; resources, statistics, functions, a fetch block, the instruction block and a the traphan
dler block.

I[ implementation
I[ resources

I [ fetchbuffer ] I
I [ registers ] I
I[ aliases ]1

] I
I [ statistics ] I
I [ functions ] I
I [ fetch ] I
I[ instructions ] I
I [ traphandler ] I

] I

Figure 10: Global implementation structure

3.4.1 Implementation Resources

The most important block in the implementation specific resources block is the fetchbuffer
block. This buffer is used by the instruction decoder to recognize instructions and extract
operands. The fetch block specified by the processor designer places the next instruction to
be processed in the fetchbuffer. The fetchbuffer is then used to decode the instruction in
question.

fetchbuffer : I[ 'fetchbuffer' Ident [ Size ]{ Width} ] I

Syntax 11: Fetchbuffer declaration

The above declaration declares a fetchbuffer, named Ident as a buffer of Size words. Each
word in the fetchbuffer has a width of Width bits. One should note that the width of the
fetchbuffer should correspond to the width of the memory declaration.

Other blocks in the implementation specific resource block correspond to those in the global
declaration block. Only implementation specific resources can be redefined in the imple
mentation specific alias block. This restriction separates global and implementation specific
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resources. Thus, only fetchbuffer elements and implementation specific registers or aliases
may be used in the declaration of new aliases.

Resources declared in the implementation specific resources block are accessible from within
function, instruction, fetch and traphandler blocks.

3.4.2 Implementation Statistics

Identical to global statistics block.

3.4.3 Functions

SimDes supports a function mechanism. This avoids the repeated coding of certain operations
such as BCD-additions, signed additions, address calculations and the likes. All function
declarations local to one implementation are declared in the function block. SimDes functions
are rather basic functions, their arguments are restricted to simple types as is the optional
function return element.

SimDes function parameters are "call by value" parameters. Arguments must be declared
in the function declaration header, similar to C. The restriction to simple (non array) types
is not a severe limitation, all global, as well as implementation specific, resources remain
visible inside the function body. The function declaration syntax is illustrated in syntax 12.
If needed, local resources can be declared inside a function. Local resources are handled as
registers, without initialization and are local to the function body.

Global identifiers can be re-declared inside a function using the parameter identifiers or local
resource identifiers. If assignments are made to such an identifier, they apply to the most
recently declared.

Similar to C, the user may end function execution using a return statement. The return is
either followed by a return argument in parenthesis or nothing at all. If no return is specified
the function simply returns after reaching the end.

I [ functions :

Add(opl,op2 {8})

{ result {8} ,

{8} # function with two 8 bit
# parameters

# local variable 8 bits

result=opl+op2;
return(result);

}
] ,
Figure 11: Function declaration example

# Add parameters
# Return result
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function_block
function_block I[ 'functions' functions ] I

functions
functions

function

parameters
parameters

rest_parameters
rest_parameters

parameter

return_type
return_type

function functions

Ident ( parameters) : return_type
{ locals I statement_list }

parameter rest_parameters

• parameter rest_parameters

identifiers { Int }

{ Int }
void

Syntax 12: Function declaration

The example function declaration in figure 11 contains one single function. This function
accepts 2 parameters, both 8 bit numbers. The result is returned using the return statement.
The user may feel free to use the Add function in expressions in a statement list. Functions
declared in the function declaration block may be recursive. No prototyping is needed, due
to the restriction of function declaration to the function block.

3.4.4 Fetch

The fetchbuffer was presented in the implementation resource declaration block. The fetch
buffer block was introduced due to the lack of flexibility of a standard fetch routine. A
standard fetch routine would render instruction cache simulations impossible.

Allowing the designer access to the fetch stage is rather hazardous. If the designer incorrectly
specifies the fetch block, the simulator will work correspondingly. In the fetch block the
designer specifies which words from memory ( or register-file) are used to decode the next
instruction. SimGen will use the code specified in the fetch block to do the actual instruction
fetch. Once this information is fetched and decoded, the simulator will automatically increase
the program counter in accordance with the instruction in the fetchbuffer. The program
counter is updated before executing the instruction description.

In figure 12 the designer assigns several bytes from addresses pointed to by the program
counter, PC, to the fetchbuffer, FB. Although no local resources are declared in this example,
this is allowed. Refer to 3.5 for more information regarding local resources. For sequential
instruction execution this kind of fetch block will suffice.
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I[ fetch

{ # no local variables involved
# assume a fetchbuffer of 3 bytes called FB

# assume a memory declaration named M
#

# I symbol must be present
#

FB[O] = M[PC] ; # most significant word
FB[t] = H[PC+1] ; #
FB[2] = M[PC+2] ; # least significant word

}

] I

Figure 12: Fetch block example

3.4.5 Instructions

The instruction block is an important block in a processor description. This block contains all
instruction declarations for a single processor implementation. The instruction declarations
contain information regarding, the actual opcode, instruction operands retrievable from the
instruction opcode, and a behavioral description.

In practice not every instruction is described separately, the instruction-set is partitioned
into instruction-classes. In case of the Motorola 68000, it is almost impossible to declare
instructions for each individual opcode ( > 32.000). By partitioning the instruction-set into
classes it is possible to describe the instruction-set using 78 instructions.

The instruction description must specify the characteristic pattern or opcode for each in
struction or instruction class. Often small operands are contained in the opcode information,
operands such as addressing mode specifiers. In addition to the opcode, the operands con
tained in the opcode need to be specified. Instruction operands are retrieved automatically
from the fetchbuffer and are made accessible to the instruction behavior description.

The fixed parts of the instruction opcode are used to build an instruction decoder. It is
advisable to keep the size of the instruction-opcode as small as possible, this speeds up the
instruction recognition process. For instance when a jump instruction is described, it is
preferable to fetch the destination address by hand, instead of declaring it as an operand.

In figure 13 a simple instruction is declared for a fictive processor. It is called Add and its
opcode is characterized by the 128 and 8 pattern in subsequent fetchbuffer positions. The
last instruction word does not contain fixed parts, only operands. Therefore it can not be
used to match the instruction-opcode, these bits could have any value. It should be evident
that the values which characterize an opcode must fit in the fetchbuffer.

The most significant opcode bits, in this example are the bits in the first word (figure 13,
128). The least significant bits in the opcode are those in the last word. Within the latter
word the right-most bits are the least significant. In figure 13 the three least significant bits
thus form the Regld operand. The next five bits constitute the dis (placement).
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instruction_block I [ 'instructions' instructions J I

instructions
instructions

instruction
instruction

opcode

rest_opcode
rest_opcode

operand
operand
operand

instruction instructions

Ident ( opcode I operand ) { locals I statement_list }
Ident ( opcode ) { locals I statement_list }

Int rest_opcode

, Int rest_opcode

Ident { Int } rest_operand
Ident { Int .. Int } rest_operand

rest_operand
rest_operand
rest_operand

. ,

. ,
Ident { Int } rest_operand
Ident { Int .. Int } rest_operand

Syntax 13: Instruction declaration

Similar to a function block, an instruction block may contain local resource declarations. The
statement-list which specifies instruction behavior is similar to that of a function block too.
For more information regarding the declaration of local variables and code for the instruction
block, see 3.5 - 3.7.

I[ instructions:

Add ( 128,8,0 I RegId{0 .. 2}, dis{3 .. 7})

{

Temp {8}

Accu = Register [RegIdJ + M[IX+disJ ;
}

] I

Figure 13: Instruction block example

3.4.6 Instruction decoding

The instruction declarations from each implementation block are used by SimGen to generate
an instruction decoder. The instruction decoder uses the opcode and operand specifications,
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to select an instruction from the instruction-set which matches the contents of the fetchbuffer.
The instruction decoder is generated automatically. Automatic decoder generation imposes
several restrictions. To visualize the problems of instruction decoding, it must be examined
more closely.

Instructions are presented to a processor using opcodes. An opcode, consist of at least one
word, which indicates which instruction needs to be processed. Each instruction is charac
terized by a fixed bit-pattern in its opcode. In addition to this fixed pattern an opcode may
contain operand-bits. These operand-bits can have any value, they do not present information
regarding the actual instruction type. Operand-bits in the instruction specification can be
considered to be don't cares.

SimGen generates a list of all instructions. For each instruction the fixed bit-pattern which
occurs in its opcode, is stored together with the don't cares derived from the instruction
opcodes. The instruction decoder in SimGen generated simulators matches the opcode in
the fetchbuffer with the fixed bit-patterns for each instruction. Once an instruction is found
whose fixed bits match that of the opcode, it is executed.

Sometimes, like in case of the Intel 8080, the instruction-set may contain certain irregularities.
The Intel 8080 uses a three bit, source/destination specifier for move instructions. There are
however only 6 registers and a memory indirect option. Not all eight combinations of the 3 bit
specifier are used. The designers have used the remaining combination to implement a com
pletely different instruction, the halt instruction. In figure 14 a small subset of the Intel 8085
instruction-set is depicted, illustrating the Intel 8085 instruction-set and their accompanying
opcodes.

Instruction

MOV rl. r2
MOV M • r
MOV r • M
HLT

Opcode

01xxxxxx
01110xxx
01xxx110

01110110

Figure 14: Subset of the 8085 instruction set

The simulator generator however can generate a correct decoder for the Intel 8085. Actually
this problem can be solved using two different strategies. The first solution replaces all
instructions from figure 14 by a single instruction. Inside the behavioral description of this
instruction the processor designer determines which instruction is to be executed, using the
instruction operands as guide-line. Although this solution is correct it does not reflect the
real instruction-set.

The second solution uses a special characteristic of the instruction-set decoder. The SimGen
decoder uses a sorted list of instructions. Once all instructions are positioned in the instruction
list, it is sorted using the order:

O<l<x

Given an instruction with several don't cares and one or more exceptions such as the halt
instruction. The designer can code the exception in a separate instruction. During the
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instruction list sort, exception instructions "bubble" to the top of the list.

Thus, once an exception opcode is being decoded, the correct instruction is matched first.
This characteristic should be used with care. The designer should convince her(him)self of
correct placement in the instruction list. After sorting the 8085 subset, the list looks like
that in figure 15. Once this list is used to decode an opcode, the correct instruction will be
selected.

Instruction Opcode

HLT 01110110
MOV M , r 01110xxx
MOV r , M 01xxx110
MOV r1, r2 01xxxxxx

Figure 15: Sorted version of the 8085 subset

In the figure 15 several instructions containing operand don't cares are listed. These don't
cares may be specified explicitly, by placing an "x" instead of the normal digits in either
binary or hexadecimal numbers. It is not allowed to place don't cares in decimal numbers,
due to the different radix. Internally all don't cares are replaced by zeroes. In figure 16 a set
of instruction headers corresponding to the subset of Intel 8085 instructions is depicted. It
also highlights the use of binary numbers.

Instruction Instruction header

MOV r1, r2 MOV_r1_r2 ( Ob1xxxxxx I destination {3 .. S}, source {O .. 2} )
MOV M , r MOV_M_r ( Ob1110xxx I source {O .. 2} )
MOV r • M MOV_r_M ( Ob1xxx110 I destination {3 .. S} )
HLT HLT ( Ob1110110 )

Figure 16: Instruction header for instructions in 8085 subset

3.4.7 TrapHandler

The traphandler block resembles the fetch block. Just like the fetch block it is executed
during each instruction cycle. It consists of a declaration part for local resource declarations
and a statement list.

The traphandler block was originally designed for interrupt and trap handling. Since the
outside world is not modeled, interrupts might seem redundant. When using a paging mech
anism for memory accesses, this block could be used to check if a page fault has occurred.
Figure 17 shows a simple interrupt handler which uses the I register to check if an interrupt
occurred. If so, it will decode the interrupt, and call a function according to the registers
value.
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I [ traphandler :

{ temp{32}
temp=I; # assign temp to I

# to mask use of I for statistics
case 0)

{

0 { PushProcessorState():
ReadPort(O);

}

1 { PushProcessorState():
ReadPort (1) ;

}

default {}
}

}

] I

Figure 17: Traphandler example

3.5 Locals

SimDes allows the user to declare local variables, or local registers. These variables are
declared preceding statement lists. Note that contrary to locals in C, locals in SimDes cannot
be declared within a statement block.

local
locals
locals
local

identifiers
rest_identifiers
rest_identifiers

designator1
designator1

local
local ; locals
identifiers designator1 { Int }

Ident rest_identifiers

, Ident rest_identifiers

[ Int ] designator1

Syntax 14: Local declaration

Local variables can be declared in several blocks, for instance in functions and instructions.
Local variables or resources are local to the block they are declared in. They correspond with
hardware phenomena such as latches and shadow registers. Information from memory and
global registers can be copied to local registers, to avoid excessive accesses. Local resource
declaration syntax is presented in syntax 14. Locals are declared and addressed in a similar
fashion as global registers.
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3.6 Statements

Statements in SimDes are part of statement lists. Each statement in such a list can be a
compound statement, a statement list in braces. In this respect it is not unlike C. However
one should note that it is impossible to define new variables within a compound statement.

SimDes contains 7 statement types, each statement will be examined in more detail. For a
more elaborate definition of SimDes statement syntax consult appendix C.

1. If-construct

if expr then stat
if expr then stat else stat

The if construct is used to control program flow, if the expression expr does not
evaluate to 0, the expression is considered to be true. In this case the then clause
is executed. If the expressions does evaluate to 0, the expression is considered to be
false. In this case the else clause is executed. If no else clause is specified the next
instruction in the statement list is executed.

2. For-construct

for designator1 = expr to expr do stat
for designator1 = expr dovnto expr do stat

The for construct closely resembles the Pascal for construct. designator1 can be any
resource, including aliases. The for loop is executed a fixed number of times. The
expressions in the for statement are evaluated at loop entry and are not influenced by
assignments to variables in the loop body.

3. While-construct

vhile expr do stat

As long as expression expr does not evaluate to 0 stat is executed.

4. Repeat-construct

repeat
stat

until expr

Execute stat and continue until the guard expression expr evaluates to O.
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5. Case-construct

case expr
{ constl stat

default stat
}

The case statement is used to select one alternative from a set of alternatives. At
case entry expression expr is evaluated and according to it's value an alternative is
selected and executed. All alternatives are characterized by a constant. All constants
in a single case statement should be unique within that statement. The default clause
is compulsory.

6. Return-construct

return
return(expr)

The return construct is used to terminate block execution, it can be used in any
statement list. In a function body the return statement returns the function value,
thus if a function is void, use the return statement without argument i.e. return no
value.

7. Assignment-construct

var = expr ( direct assignment )

var *= expr ( multiplication )

var /= expr ( division )

var Yo= expr ( remainder )

var += expr ( addition )

var -= expr ( subtraction )

var «= expr ( left shift )

var »= expr ( right shift )

var &:= expr ( bitwise and )

var = expr ( bitwise xor )

var 1= expr ( bitwise or )

var ++ ( increment )

var ( decrement )

Assignments come in many different formats. Each assignment comprises of a variable
designator in the left hand-side and an expression as right hand-side. The left hand-side
can be any resource. Two different operations can be distinguished, the direct assign
ment, and various indirect assignments. In an indirect assignments, a binary expression
using both left and right-hand side as operands is evaluated, before the result is assigned
to the left hand-side. For example var *= expr equals var = var * expr.

In syntax 15 production rules for the left-hand side are illustrated. In figure 18 a sample
assignment is presented.
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var
var
var

designator2
designator2

Ident designator2
Ident designator2 { expression }
Ident designator2 { expression expression }

[ expression ] designator2

Syntax 15: Left-hand side in assignments

Essentially the assignment in figure 18 is an assignment of a number of bits on the right
hand side of the operator to a number of bits on the left-hand side. During execution
these bits are extracted from the right-hand side and are positioned on the positions
specified in the left-hand side.

• Align the right-hand side to bit 1 of a[5].
( In this case shift left by one. )

• Clear all bits in the right-hand side which protrude outside position 6.

( In this case erase the two most-significant bits. )

• Clear affected bits in the left-hand side.
( In this case clear bits 1..6. )

• or the left-hand side to the right-hand side.

Before assignment a[5] == 0

Assignment a[5]{1 .. 6}=255

After assignment a[5J == 126

Figure 18: Sample assignment
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3.7 Expressions

Expressions can occur in various positions in a processor description. For instance as con
ditions, as operands in assignments and as function arguments. Expressions may be defined
recursively using the production rules in syntax 16.

expression
expression
expression
expression
expression
expression

designator2
designator2

Int
Ident designator2
Ident(function_arguments)
<unary operator> expression
expression <binary operator> expression
expression {expression .. expression}

[ expression] designator2

expression rest_arguments
function_arguments
function_arguments
rest_arguments
rest_arguments . . expression rest_arguments

Syntax 16: Expression production rules

3.7.1 Operators

Operator syntax resembles that of C. All operators are tabulated together with their prece
dence and associativity in tables 2 and 3.

Arithmetic Logical Bitwise

* multiply equal & bitwise and

/ divide != not equal bitwise xor
% remainder < less bitwise or

+ and <= less equal bitwise negate
minus > more

« left shift >= more equal
» right shift

Table 2: Operators

Semantically there is a difference between C and SimDes expressions. This difference origi
nates from the use of registers. Each register in SimDes has a certain width. Expressions are
defined similarly. Each expressions in SimDes has a width which is derived from its operands.
This width will be referred to as the expression type or width.
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Consider a binary expression which adds two 4 bit registers. The result of this operation
may consist of 5 bits. At this point there are two options, the numbers are added, resulting
in a 5 bit number which must be reduced to 4 bits before assigning it to a register, or
alternatively the result can be limited to 4 bits automatically. SimDes currently supports the
latter implementation.

If a number is added to a four bit register, the result will be four bits. If two registers of
different types are added, the result will have a type corresponding with the largest of the
registers involved. This is not the case for shift operations. In a shift operation the left-hand
operand is shifted. The result type should therefore equal that of the left-hand expression
operand. The complete "type" promotion scheme is presented in table 4.

Numbers are used quite often in expressions, numbers don't have a type. When numbers are
multiplied, the result should not be limited to a certain width. To distinguish numbers from
other expressions, numbers have a width of O. Other expressions in SimDes have a width of at
least 1, thus once an expression of width 0 is encountered, that expression must be a number.
Subsequently arrangements can be made to evaluate the expression containing only numbers
accordingly. A width of 0 furthermore implies that when adding a number to a resource,
the result automatically inherits the resource width instead of width O. Thus the promotion
scheme in table 4 can be used.

operators

{}

*, /, %
+, -
«, »
<,>,<=,>=
-- 1---, .-
&

associativity precedence

left high
right
left
left
left
left
left
left
left
left low

Table 3: Operator characteristics

3.7.2 Slice operator

SimDes contains a single operator not found in C, the slice operator. The slice operator is
a ternary operator, it accepts three arguments. Each argument in turn may be an arbitrary
expression.
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Slice semantics:

• If the bit selectors specified in braces does not protrude outside the expression width,
then the corresponding bits are extracted from expression expr. The extracted bits are
subsequently aligned on the least significant position, rendering a new expression.

• If the bits specified within the braces of a slice protrude outside the expression width,
the current expression width is extended, zeroes are added on the new positions. Sub
sequently the selected bits is extracted and aligned to the right-hand side.

The converse of slicing is concatenation. The concatenation of two expressions yields one new
expression. At this time no such operator is present. Alternatively a processor designer can
merge two expressions by assigning them, one at a time, to only a part of a resource. To
mask these multiple access one could assign the parts to a dummy, and subsequently assign
this dummy to the actual variable.

expression

expr { expr1 .. expr2 }

exprl <op> expr2

<op> expr

operator

slice

arithmetic
bitwise
shift
logical

bitwise

result-width

eT(expr2)-eT(exprl)+1

max(r(exprl ),r(expr2))
max(r(exprl),r(expr2))
r(exprl)
o

r(expr)

Note: r(x)= width of x, eT(x)= value of x

Table 4: Type promotion and operators

3.8 Scope Handling

A processor description may contain a multitude of identifiers. Two types of restrictions apply
to these identifiers.

L Declaration restrictions.

2. Usage restrictions.

Both restriction types will be examined more closely.
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• Declaration restrictions

Inside a description many declarations occur. Identifiers are declared to refer to a
language element such as a register or a function. If at a certain point in scope two
declarations use the same identifier, an identifier conflict occurs. It is not clear which
language element is referenced by the identifier in question. Identifiers are part of a
name-space. Conflicts can only occur inside a single name-space. In SimDes two name
spaces exist:

Structure name-space

The structure name-space contains identifiers used as description and implemen
tation names. All identifiers in this name-space are declared in the same scope,
therefore all identifier names must differ.

Description name-space
The description name-space contains all other identifiers which are used in a pro
cessor description. Two different scopes can be distinguished in the description
name-space.

A scope global to the entire implementation, containing global and implementation
specific declarations. A scope local to a part of an implementation. Containing
declarations from either the fetch, trap, function or instruction block.

All identifiers, declared in global or local scope, must be unique within that scope.
Identifiers declared in the local scope override declarations from the global scope.

The global implementation scope contains:

1. memory, program counter, register, port, alias and statistics declarations.

2. fetchbuffer, and implementation specific ports, aliases and statistics declarations.

3. function names

4. instruction names

The local implementation scope contains either:

1. function parameters, function locals

2. instruction operands, instruction locals

3. fetch locals

4. traphandler locals

In table 5, all declarations which may cause conflicts at declaration are tabulated. Each
line represents a declaration block, the crosses on these lines represent declarations
which can cause conflicts with the current declaration. Consider a register declaration.
At that time the memory, program counter and previously declared register declarations
are in the same scope. Name conflicts can only occur within that scope.
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• Usage restrictions

Once identifiers are declared in a processor description they can be used. Several re
strictions apply to the use of identifiers.

Usage restrictions:

- Identifiers must be declared before they are used.

Identifier usage must correspond to their declaration.

If a single identifier is declared in both global and local scope, the most recent
declaration will be used.

Aliases global to a description may redefine (parts of) previously declared resources.
Such as : a memory element, the program counter, a register, a port or an alias.

Implementation specific registers may redefine (parts of) previously declared im
plementation specific resources. Such as: a fetchbuffer element, registers or aliases.

Statistics are not allowed in alias definitions or as loop-counter in for statements.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 Memory x
2 PC x x
3 Register x x x
4 Port x x x x
5 Alias x x x x x
6 Statistic x x x x x x
7 FetchBuffer x x x x x x x
8 1mRegister x x x x x x x x
9 ImAlias x x x x x x x x x
10 ImStatistic x x x x x x x x x x
11 FunctionNarne x x x x x x x x x x x
12 InstructionNarne x x x x x x x x x x x x
13 FuncParam x
14 FuncLocal x x
15 FetchLocal x
16 InstrOperand x
17 InstrLocal x x
18 TrapLocal x

Table 5: Declaration scope
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3.9 Language evaluation

Once a processor model had been constructed and its accompanying description language
was established, the language development process was frozen. Structural modifications to
the description language may have severe repercussions on the parser, especially on the code
generation process.

3.9.1 Limitations

During the SimGen construction, several desirable features or limitations in the description
language became evident. Limitations which often cannot be solved easily without modifying
the actual simulator construction. The most important limitations are listed in the following
table.

• Single memory

Currently only a single memory declaration is allowed. A memory manager has been
introduced to avoid the declaration of a memory array. The current memory manager
supports only a single memory declaration.

• Parallelism

The current description language doesn't contain timing information. Timing infor
mation is less important in sequential simulation. When trying to simulate a parallel
processor, e.g. a pipelined processor, the need for timing information becomes evident.

• Numbers are restricted to 32 bits

Numbers are limited to the largest numeric available in C, the unsigned long. Although
it is possible to describe a processor which uses registers exceeding 32 bits, the resulting
processor description will be messy and will not reflect the actual processor. It is far
more elegant to allow larger numbers and solve problems in the simulator generator.

• Unsigned number only

Values in the simulator are stored in resources. Numbers in these resources are repre
sented as a sequence of subsequent bits. All numbers in SimDes are unsigned numbers.
E.g. do not allow the user to assign e.g. a value of -2 to a register.

3.9.2 Extensions

Apart from eliminating several of the limitations from the previous paragraph some other
features could be added which would greatly benefit the ease of processor description.

• Option to share functions

Currently functions are local to a single implementation. This is not very efficient since
many functions in different implementations will be identical. It is more efficient to
introduce a global function block.
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• Option to include descriptions

A complete processor description must be specified in a single file. Adding an inclusion
mechanism seems very useful.

• Concatenation operation

One of the operations on expressions is expression slicing. Two expressions can already
be merged using two assignments to a single variable. The introduction of a concatena
tion expression would simplify this procedure significantly. This alteration will not be
very difficult. It requires an extension of the expression node, and the addition of small
parse-tree build and verification functions, similar to those for the slice operator.

• Compounds

Aliases are used to redefine a single part of a resource under a new name. Whilst aliases
divide resources, compounds concatenate resources and redefine the concatenation under
a new name. The implementation of compounds will involve a considerable amount of
administrative overhead. (For example consider an assignment to a compound consisting
of a set of aliases and a memory element.)

• Add cycle/state information automatically.

Add this information to instructions and increment automatically.

• Add write statement

Allow the user to log information which (s)he thinks is important, but is not logged by
any of the log procedures. Alternatively it can be used to create a more selective log of
information.

• Allow passing of arrays to functions

• If unsatisfactory, use another expression evaluation system.

The current expression evaluation system uses type information. This expression eval
uation system was introduced to simplify processor descriptions.

If it should prove unsatisfactory, it should be replaced by a more general expression
evaluation system. E.g. ordinary C expression handling.
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4 SimGen - Compiler Front-End
A Compiler is a tool which transforms one language into another language. The simulator
generator is a dedicated compiler. Due to limitations in the input language, and design
information inside the tool, one particular type of output file is generated, simulator modules.

Essentially the compiler doesn't output complete simulators, it outputs data-structures and
program fragments which are used to fill up voids in the simulator framework. All simula
tors generated by SimGen appear similar to the user, their functional behavior however is
determined by the processor descriptions.

General Compiler Concept

In the previous paragraph the compiler was presented as a black box. In reality however the
compiler consists of various stages. During each stage operations are performed on the input
language. Four phases can be distinguished in the SimGen compiler: the scanner, the parser,
the parse-tree verification and the code generator see figure 19.

The first three stages are part of the so-called compiler front-end. The compiler front-end is
independent of the target language. The compiler back-end translates the information handed
over by the front-end to actual target code, in this case C source code.

SimGen consists of the following modules:

• Lexical scanner

The scanner accepts a processor description, and tries to match input symbols to SimDes
tokens. SimDes tokens are specified as regular expressions. These tokens are the el
ementary parts of the description language. If the scanner can not match the input
symbols to a regular expression, this is reported to the user and the compilation process
will be aborted.

• Parser

Tokens recognized by the scanner are handed over to the parser. The parser tries to
match sequences of tokens to production rules. If a production rule is matched all tokens
are accepted. The attributes attached to these tokens are placed in a data-structure
called the parse-tree. If no production rule can be found to match the input tokens,
a syntactic error has occurred in the input and will be reported. If a syntactic error
occurs the compilation process will be aborted.

• Parse-tree Check

The parse-tree is build during the parse. After a parse has been successfully completed,
the tree contains all attributes from the processor description. At this point the semantic
correctness can be verified. If a semantic error occurs during this verification, the
compilation process will be aborted.

• Code Generation

During the last stage of the compilation process parse-tree information is translated to
actual target code. In case of the simulator generator this implies the construction of
data-structures, and the translation of behavioral descriptions to C functions.
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Processor

Description

Front-End

Parser
Scanner c:;:>

Tree-Builder

Parse-Tree

Tree-Check c:;:>

Back-End

Tree-Coder c:;:>
Simulator

Sources

Figure 19: SimGen compiler structure

In the following paragraphs the compiler front-end is examined. Due to the importance and
the separate nature of the compiler back-end it will be examined separately.

4.1 Scanner - rex

The SimGen scanner is constructed using rex, part of the GMD tool-set for compiler con
struction. Rex stands for Regular Expression tool and is the GMD equivalent of LEX a well
known lexical scanner generator amongst those familiar with Unix.

4.1.1 Tasks

Rex is passed a description containing definitions of all tokens in the language. Tokens are
described using regular expressions. The scanner matches input symbols with these regular
expressions. Once a token has been recognized, a small piece of code is executed. Usually
this code hands over the ScannerAttribute to the parser.

The ScannerAttribute is a data-structure which contains all information represented by to
kens. This data-structure consist of an attribute containing the token position in the input
file, and an optional custom attribute. The position attribute is passed automatically. The
custom attribute is placed in the ScannerAttribute manually. In case of SimGen this custom
attribute consists of either an identifier reference number or an integer value.

For most tokens, e.g. the "if'-token, only the token number needs to be passed to the parser.
Other tokens such as digits and identifiers need an additional attribute. Consider for example
a decimal number. Apart from the "number"-token the scanner must also hand over the value
of this number to the parser. In figure 20 two examples taken from the SimGen scanner are
presented.

The SimGen scanner consists of sources generated by rex and a set of scanner functions. The
scanner functions recognize block headers and translate or truncate numbers.

The maximum length of a SimDes identifier is 30 characters. Identifiers in C can have a
length of 32 characters. Thus two characters are reserved to prefix identifiers from processor
descriptions. This way name conflicts amongst identifiers in fixed modules and SimGen
generated sources can be avoided.
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#STD#

#STD#

II if II

digit +

return 73;

{

}

{

}

return 19;
1* kIf *1

length=GetWord«tString)Word);
Attribute.lnt.lnt = atoi «char *) Word);

1* kDigit *1

Figure 20: Scanner example

4.1.2 Related files

All files relevant for scanner generation are presented in table 6.

File name
SimGen.rex

Token.h

ScanType.h
ScanFunc.h
ScanFunc.c

Contents
contains regular expressions and other information
used in the scanner generation process.
contains toggles for scannerjparser log files
contains token defines
contains types for Scanner
contains function prototype for assisting functions
contains assisting function for Scanner

Table 6: Scanner files

4.1.3 Debugging

The Token.h file contains defines for all tokens. Token names are used throughout the entire
simulator sources e.g. to label parse-tree nodes. Token names are prefixed with the letter
"k" , e.g. kWhile.

To help debug the parser, several conditionally compiled lines of (-code are present in the
parser source. During the parsing process information regarding the parse can be stored in
several files. Code to generate logs is present in the scanner, the parser, the parse-tree builder
and the pars-tree checker. Logs are generated if the appropriate toggles are passed to the
compiler, or if the toggles are defined in the Token.h file. Log files can become quite extensive,
by default no logs will be made. The toggle for the scanner log is SCANNERDEBUG.

The information contained in these log-files is self explanatory.
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4.2 Parse-Tree

The parser accepts tokens from the scanner and positions them in a large data-structure.
This data-structure will be referred to as the parse-tree. The parse-tree and the processor
description contain similar information. The processor description however is troubled with
syntactic information which is not present in the parse-tree. Within the parse-tree several
node-types can be distinguished. Each node in turn can have several pointers to child nodes.
The number of different parse-tree nodes is kept to a minimum, by merging several related
nodes in "super" node-types.

The parse-tree structure resembles that of the input language. The global parse-tree structure
will be introduced in the next paragraph. Subsequently all parse-tree nodes will be examined
more closely.

4.2.1 Global Structure

Nodes in the parse-tree contain two types of information, terminal attributes or pointers to
other nodes. Terminal attributes are attributes which are handed to the parser by the scanner.
These attributes include position information which may be used in error messages.

The parse-tree nodes can be partitioned into groups. Although some nodes could be placed
in multiple groups five different node-classes will be distinguished.

1. Basic nodes

Nodes are used to store terminal information only.

2. Declaration nodes

Declaration nodes are used to store resource declarations, they usually only have basic
nodes or declaration nodes as successor nodes.

3. Tree node

Tree nodes build a skeleton reflecting the input language structure.

4. Statement node

All statements are united into one single node type, the statement node.

5. Expression node

All expressions are united into one single node type, the expression node.

4.2.2 Basic nodes

There are three basic nodes in the SimDes parse-tree; IdList, IntList and Return nodes. Basic
nodes contain terminal attributes. The IdList and IntList are list nodes. If a list element
has no successor than the pointer to the next successor is NULL. The Return node is used to
indicate the function return type. In figure 21 the basic node definitions are presented.
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struct hIdList

struct hIntList

struct hReturn

{ tIdent
struct hIdList
tPosition

};

{ Integer
struct hIntList
tPosition

};

{ Integer
tPosition

}:

Ident;
*Next;
Position;

Int;
*Next;
Position;

Type;
Position:

Figure 21: Basic Node Types

4.2.3 Declaration node

• Declaration nodes are used to store resource declarations, they usually only have basic
or declaration nodes as successors. In the SimDes language various different types of
resources can be declared. Many resource declarations show similarities. All resources,
except for instruction operands and aliases, can be mapped on one single declaration
node; the Decl node.

Memory, the program counter, the fetchbuffer, registers, ports, statistics, function pa
rameters and local resources are stored in the parse-tree using the Decl node figure 22.
A Decl node contains 6 fields:

Ident field contains a pointer to an identifier list.

Width field contains width of each element.

Array field contains a pointer to dimension information.

Init field contains a pointer to initial values.

Next field contains a pointer to another Decl node.

Position contains the declaration position.

If a field is not used in a declaration, e.g. the initial field in the port declaration, then
this field is made NULL. If the Next field equals NULL, then this is the last node in a
declaration list.

• Aliases are used to redefine parts of a previously declared resources. Aliases cannot be
stored in a Decl node. Aliases are stored in a separate node, the Alias node, figure 22.
An alias node, contains 7 fields:

Ident field contains the alias identifier.

From field contains the original identifier.
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Array field contains a pointer to array reference.

Offset field contains the first bit of the alias

Type field contains width of this alias.

Next field contains a pointer to an optional next alias

Position contains the declaration position.

• The last declaration node is the instruction Operand node. This node is used to declare
instruction operands. Due to their special nature they are stored in a separate node,
figure 22. An operand node contains five fields:

Ident contains the operand identifier

Start contains the start bit of the operand

End contains the end bit of the operand

Next contains a pointer to an optional next operand

Position contains the declaration position.

struct hDecl { struct hIdList
struct hIntList
Integer
struct hIntList
struct hDecl
tPosition

};

struct hAlias { tIdent
tIdent
struct hIntList
Integer
Integer
struct hAlias
tPosition

};

struct hOperand {tIdent
Integer
Integer
struct hOperand
tPosition

};

Figure 22: Declaration nodes

*Ident;
*Array;
Width;

*Init;
*Next;
Position;

Ident;
From;

*Array;
Offset;
Type;

*Next;
Position;

Ident;
Start;
End;

*Next;
Position;
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4.2.4 Tree nodes

Each tree node corresponds to a block in the SimDes description language. The names of the
blocks and fields are self-explanatory. Table 7 lists the names and structures involved. For a
complete list of all parse-tree types consult the TreeType.h file used in the parser construction.

Block

Description
Resource
1mplementation
1mResource
ImFunction
1mFetch
ImInstruction
ImTrapHandler

Parse Tree Node

struct hDescription
struct hResource
struct hImplementation
struct hImResource
struct hImFunction
struct hlmFetch
struct hImInstruction
struct ImTrapHandler

Pointer

pDescription
pResource
pImplementation
pImResource
pImFunction
plmFetch
plmInstruction
pImTrapHandler

Table 7: Tree nodes

4.2.5 Statement node

Statements in SimDes are concatenated and stored as statement lists. These lists can contain
various different types of statements. All different statement nodes are united into one single
node, the statement node. The statement node contains four fields:

• Stat field contains a pointer to a union of all statements.

• Kind field specifies which kind of statement is stored.

• Next field pointing to an optional next element in the statement list.

• Position field used to store the statement position.

The Kind field contains an integer value, conform the statement token passed by the scanner.
Each statement can be unambiguously designated using these values. In case of a for state
ment, the Kind field has the value, kFor ( defined in the Token.h file ). In case of a while it
has the value kWhile.

The Stat field is a pointer to a union of all statements figure 23. New statements can be added
to this union without difficulty. Each union element in turn is an aggregate struct. These
structs contain fields specific to the statement in question. Two examples will be examined.
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• if-statement

The if-struct is used to store an if statement in the parse-tree. The if-struct consists of
three fields:

Cond field a pointer to an expression node.

Then field a pointer to the then clause.

Else field an optional pointer to the else clause.

If no else-clause was specified, the else-clause pointer is NULL. Other statement nodes
are generated using similar structures.

struct hStat

union uStat

struct hIf

struct hAssign

Figure 23: Statement node

{ union uStat
Integer
struct hStat
tPosition

};

{ struct hIf
struct hFor
struct hWhile
struct hRepeat
struct hCase
struct hFuncRef
struct hAssign
struct hReturnStat

};

{ struct hExpr
struct hStat
struct hStat

};

{ struct hVar
struct hExpr

};

Stat;
Kind;

*Next;
Position;

If;
For;
While;
Repeat;
Case;
FuncRef;
Assign;
Return;

*Cond;
*Then;
*Else;

*Var;
*Expr;
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• Assignment statement

Similar to the if-statement all assignments are stored using one single node type. As
signments come in many different formats, direct assignments, increment, decrement or
assignments using operations. All assignments are modeled using two fields:

- Var field containing a pointer to variable designator node.

- Expr field containing a pointer to the expression used in the assignment.

A variable designator node comprises of an identifier reference, a pointer to possible in
dices, and optional information regarding the bits which are assigned a value. Increment
and Decrement operations have an expression field which equals NULL.

All different types of assignments are stored in the same assignment node. The Kind
field in the statement struct contains a value corresponding to the token representing
the assignment operators. For example if the Kind field contains the value kInc, the
statement in question is an increment.

Table 8 depicts all statements supported by SimDes. For further information regarding
the type definitions of statements consult the TreeType.h file.

Statement

if
for
while
repeat
case
return statement
function reference
assign

Node structure

struct hIf
struct hFor
struct hWhile
struct hRepeat
struct hCase
struct hReturnStat
struct hFuncRef
struct hAssign

Node Pointer

pIf
pFor
pWhile
pRepeat
pCase
pReturnStat
pFuncRef
pAssign

Table 8: Statement nodes

4.2.6 Expression node

In the previous paragraph a single parse-tree node was introduced for all statements. A
similar node-type exists for the storage of expressions. The generic expression node consists
of 3 fields:

• Expr field contains a pointer to a union of all expressions.

• Kind field specifies which kind of expression is stored.

• Position field used to store the statement position.

The Expr field contains a pointer to a union of all different expressions. One of these union
elements is the binary node. All binary expressions are placed in one single struct. Binary
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expressions are structurally identical and differ only in operator. The operator information
is stored in the Kind field of the expression structure. This field can be used to determine
which binary expression is implied.

Two example expression structures are presented in figure 24, the Ident and the Binary node
structure. The Identifier struct is very simple, an identifier is constructed using an identifier
reference and a pointer to an expression list. This expression list is used to store the array
indices, if no indices are specified this pointer is NULL. A binary expression node consists of
two fields, each field corresponds to a single operand expression. Both fields contain pointers
to expression nodes.

struct hExpr

union uExpr

struct hIdent

struct hBinary

Figure 24: Expression node

{ union uExpr
Integer
Integer
tPosition

};

{ struct hSlice
struct hIdent
struct hInteger
struct hFuncRef
struct hUnary
struct hBinary

};

{ tIdent
struct hExprList

};

{ struct hExpr
struct hExpr

};

Expr;
Kind;
Type;
Position;

Slice;
Ident;
Int;
FuncRef;
Unary;
Binary;

Ident;
*Array;

*Left;
*Right;

4.3 Parser - laIr

The compiler front-end consists of three separate modules, the scanner, the parser in combi
nation with the parse-tree builder and a parse-tree checker.

The scanner and the parser interact. The scanner program is a slave subject to the parser. It
delivers tokens to the parser when requested to do so. In turn the parser matches the tokens
to production-rules and performs semantic actions for every production rule. In this case
semantic actions are limited to the addition of a single node to the parse-tree.

The parser is constructed using lair, a tool from the GMD tool-box. Lair constructs parsers
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for languages based on LALR(l) grammars. A lair parser description consists of a list of
production rules and semantic actions associated with these rules.

4.3.1 Tasks

LaIr constructs the main parser module. Its input consists of the production rules presented
in chapter 3. The parser description is extended with so-called semantic actions. These are
executed whenever a production rule is matched. A few of the constructions used will be
explained using some examples.

4.3.2 Identifier list construction

Identifier lists appear in various declarations. For instance in declarations of registers and
ports which apply to multiple identifiers. These identifiers are attributes passed to the parser
by the scanner. The parser stores these attributes in the parse-tree using the identifier list
structure, explained in 4.2.2.

Syntax

Syntactically, an identifier list in SimDes consists of at least one identifier. If multiple iden
tifiers are specified, they must be separated by means of a comma. Syntax can be described
using the production rules in figure 25.

identifiers
rest_identifiers
rest_identifiers

Figure 25: Identifier list syntax

Ident rest_identifiers
III Ident rest_identifiers

Semantic Actions

So far production rules were described without accounting for the semantic actions associated
with each production rule. The parser cannot generate a list of identifiers using only these
production rules. Semantic actions must be added. In case of the identifier list these semantic
actions should allocate a new identifier node and link it to the existing list. Semantic actions
are preceded by a production rule, semantic actions are braced, and are terminated by means
of a period.

Similar to tokens in the scanner, terminals and non-terminals in the parser have attributes
associated with them, so-called ParserAttributes. The ParserAttribute is a union of the
ScannerAttribute and all parse-tree node pointers. The Parser attributes are accessible from
within the semantic actions. In the SimGen parser, all information is handed from the right
hand side of a production rule to the left-hand side. Within a production rule the left
hand attributes are accessed using the variable $$, of type tParserAttribute. The right-hand
attributes are accessed using the $<number> variable. The number in the name of the
variable corresponds with its position in the production rule.

Consider the first production rule in the identifier list construction. Whenever this production
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rule is matched, a new identifier node must be created. This node must be positioned in the
Identifier list precedent to all nodes contained in resUdentifiers. A special function has been
created to generate an identifier node. It is called mIdList, short for MakeIdentifierList. This
function accepts an identifier reference, its position, and a pointer to the first Identifier node
from the non-terminal resUdentifiers. It allocates and initializes an identifier node and links
this new node to the identifier list. The semantic actions are illustrated in figure 26.

4.3.3 Statement list construction

Apart from declarations, a processor description also includes statements. Statements are
concatenated into statement-lists. In figure 27 the production rules for a statement list are
depicted. Syntactically the statement list is related to that of Pascal. In this example a
simplified statement list is introduced using only one statement. In English the production
rules can be specified as follows:

• A statement list can be a single block or multiple blocks separated by semicolons.

• A statement block can be either a single statement or a statementJist in braces.

• A statement can be either an empty statement or an if statement.

identifiers

rest_identifiers

rest_identifiers

Ident rest_identifiers

{ $$.IdList.ptr =mldList($1.Scan.ldent.ldent,
$2.IdList.ptr,
$1.Scan.Position); }.

',' Ident rest_identifiers

{ $$.IdList.ptr = mldList($2.Scan.ldent.ldent,
$3.IdList.ptr,
$2.Scan.Position); }.

{ $$.IdList.ptr = NULL; }.

Figure 26: Semantic actions which generate an identifier list

The production-rules state that a statement in the statement list can be reduced to an empty
statement. Empty statements are skipped from the statement list. In figure 28 the production
rules are listed once more, this time including all semantic actions. In only one of these pro
duction rules an actual statement node is being created. All other rules manipulate pointers
to existing nodes.
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statement_list
statement_list

block
block

, .,
• statement_list

block
block

statement
statement

'{' statement_list '}'
statement

'if' expression 'then' block

Figure 27: Statement list syntax

The most complex pointer manipulation is performed in the third production rule. Four
different cases occur. All combinations of an empty and not empty, block or statementJist
nodes. If a node is empty it will not be placed in the statementJist. If all nodes are empty,
nothing is placed in the statementJist.

4.3.4 Related files

The SimGen compiler is generated using the compiler description file SimGen.lalr. Once the
resulting sources are compiled and linked with other modules such as the scanner, parse-tree
builder, parse-tree checker and code generator a functional version of SimGen can be obtained.

Name

SimGen.lalr
Token.h
ScanType.h
TreeType.h
BuildFunc.h

Contents

Production rules and semantic actions
Token defines and Debug toggles
Scanner attributes and types
Parser attributes and types
Tree-build function prototypes

Table 9: Parser Files

4.3.5 Debugging

The semantic actions in the parser-description contain pieces of conditionally compiled code.
This code is used to log all semantic actions performed by the parser. By default no logs
will be generated, the parser log can be switched on by passing the PARSERDEBUG toggle
to the compiler, or by defining it in the Token.h file. All log-information is stored in the
Parser.Debug file.

4.4 Tree-Builder

When the parser recognizes a production rule, it executes the semantic action associated with
that production-rule. Semantic actions manipulate attributes derived from terminals as well
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block

block

'{' statement_list '}'

{ $$.Stat.ptr = $2.Stat.ptr; }.

statement

{ $$.Stat.ptr = $l.Stat.ptr; ).

statement_list

{

block , .,, statement_list

}.

if «$l.Stat.ptr!=NULL) tt ($3.Stat.ptr!=NULL))
{

$l.Stat.ptr->Next = $3.Stat.ptr;
$$.Stat.ptr = $l.Stat.ptr;

}

else if ($l.Stat.ptr!=NULL)
{ $$.Stat.ptr = $l.Stat.ptr; }

else if ($3.Stat.ptr!=NULL)
{ $$.Stat.ptr = $3.Stat.ptr; }

else
{ $$.Stat.ptr = NULL; }

statement_list : block

{ $$.Stat.ptr = $l.Stat.ptr; }.

statement

{ $$.Stat.ptr = NULL; }.

statement 'if' expression 'then' block

{ $$.Stat.ptr = mlf($2.Expr.ptr,
$4.Stat.ptr,
NULL,
kThen,
NULL,
$l.Scan.Position);

}.

Figure 28: Semantic actions which generate a statement list

as non-terminals. Semantic actions allocate new tree nodes and organize node-sequences.
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File name

Token.h
ScanType.h
TreeType
BuildFunc.h
BuildFunc.c

Contents

Token declarations and Debug toggles
Scanner attributes and types
Parser attributes and types
Tree-build function prototypes
Tree-build functions

Table 10: Tree builder files

Nodes are allocated and initialized using a set of dedicated functions. These functions are
located in the parse-tree builder. Although many different nodes can be created, the overall
principle is similar for all nodes. This principle is examined using a single node creation
function, mDescription.

4.4.1 Allocating nodes

The node creation functions are called m<node_name>, short for make<node_name>. The
"mDescription" function is used to allocate a description node figure 29. Make description
accepts five parameters:

• An Identifier representing the description name.

• A pointer to resource nodes.

• A pointer to statistics declarations.

• A pointer to a list of implmentations.

• The position on the description identifier.

mDescription allocates space for the parse-tree description node, and initializes this new parse
tree node. Should the allocation fail, an error is reported and the compilation is aborted. If
the allocation is successful, the necessary fields are assigned values conform the function
parameters. Finally a pointer to the new node is returned.

4.4.2 Related files

A complete list of all files involved in the tree-builder are listed in table 10.

4.4.3 Debugging

Similar to the parser, the parse-tree builder functions contain conditionally compiled code.
Logs can be switched on by passing the BUILDDEBUG toggle to the compiler or by altering
the Token.h file. All log-information is stored in the Build.Debug file.
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pDescription mDescription(tIdent Ident,
pResource Resource,
pDecl Statistic,
pImplementation Implementation,
tPosition Position)

{

pDescription temp;

temp = (pDescription)calloc(1,sizeof(struct hDescription));

if (temp == NULL)
{

printf("** Error (BUILD)
abort();

}

Cannot allocate room for parse tree node.");

temp->Ident = Ident;
temp->Resource = Resource;
temp->Statistic = Statistic;
temp->Implementation = Implementation;
temp->Position = Position;

return(temp);
}

Figure 29: Description node allocation

4.5 Tree-Checker

Once a parse is successfully completed the parse-tree attributes can be verified. Verification
of semantical correctness simplifies the code-generation process. The verification of semantic
correctness could be discarded. Usually, this results in errors during the code generation
process or when generating simulators. Errors at that time do not present much useful
information, regarding their origin. The parse-tree check has been introduced to generate
more elaborate information.

The parse-tree check is based on a recursive tree descent. The tree is verified one node at a
time, starting with the tree-root. Once a node is verified control is handed over to functions
which verify all child nodes. The names of the verification functions reflect this recursive
descent character. The node verification functions are called c<node_name> symbolizing the
verification function for that node.
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4.5.1 Tasks

The parse-tree nodes contain all kinds of information located in attributes. During the parse
tree verification consistency amongst these attributes is validated. A summary of all checks
is listed next.

• What is verified

- Declarations

1. Description and implementation name conflicts

2. Declaration of identifiers

3. Identifier scope

4. Minimal and maximal values in resource declarations
* width
* indices
* initialization (number and value)

5. Alias declarations
* original declared
* original designator
* alias does not exceed original

6. Function declaration

7. Instruction operands and opcode consistency

Usage

1. Memory and Fetchbuffer consistency

2. Opcode and Fetchbuffer consistency

3. Function use
* declaration
* number of arguments

4. Instructions
* declaration
* opcodes (fetchbuffer)
* operands (opcode, fetchbuffer)

5. Statements
* case-selectors
* conditions
* statements

6. Expressions
* child nodes present
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• What is not verified

1. Return type

Return statements may occur in all statement blocks, a return statement termi
nates execution of a block. Currently the designer should take care to return the
correct type, that is the function return type in functions and void elsewhere. The
parse-tree checker does not verify return statement return types.

2. Type checks

At parse-time, when an assignment is encountered, it is not possible to verify
whether or not types are compatible. This information is only known at run-time.

3. Array references
Similar to C, references to arrays are not "guarded". If an array element is ad
dressed outside the actual array size, this may cause a segmentation fault or affect
other simulator parts.

4. Function argument verification

Functions are passed arguments, these arguments should have compatible type/width.
The argument width must be less or equal to the parameter width. At this time,
compliance of types is not verified, the argument value passed to a function pa
rameter is automatically truncated/extended to the parameter width.

5. Slice operation range

Expressions can be sliced using other expressions. At parse-time no information
is present, to establish whether or not a slice operation is consistent with the
underlying type.

4.5.2 Scope Handling

A processor description can contain a multitude of identifiers, two types of verifications apply
to identifiers.

1. Declaration verifications.

2. Usage verifications.

Both verification types will be examined more closely.

• Declaration verification

Inside the parse-tree various declarations are stored. Identifiers are declared to refer to
a language element such as a register or a function. If at a certain point in scope two
declarations use the same identifier, an identifier conflict occurs. It is not clear which
language element is referenced by the identifier. Identifiers are part of a name-space,
conflicts can only occur inside a single name-space. In SimDes two name-spaces exist:

Structure name-space

The structure name-space contains identifiers used as description and implemen
tation names. All identifier names must differ.
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Description name-space

The description name-space contains all other identifiers which are used in a pro
cessor description. Two different scopes can be distinguished in the description
name-space.

A scope global to the entire implementation, containing global and implementation
specific declarations. A scope local to a part of an implementation, either local
to fetch, trap, function or instruction blocks. Declarations in the local scope may
override those in the global scope.

The visibility of identifiers in scope was explained in chapter 3. In table 11, all dec
laration which might cause conflicts are presented. Each line represents a declaration
block. The crosses on these lines represent other declarations which may cause conflicts
with the current declaration. Consider a register declaration. At that time memory,
program counter and previously declared register declarations are in the same scope.
Narne conflicts can only occur within that scope.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 Memory x
2 PC x x
3 Register x x x
4 Port x x x x
5 Alias x x x x x
6 Statistic x x x x x x
7 FetchBuffer x x x x x x x
8 1mRegister x x x x x x x x
9 1mAlias x x x x x x x x x
10 ImStatistic x x x x x x x x x x
11 FunctionNarne x x x x x x x x x x x
12 InstructionNarne x x x x x x x x x x x x
13 FuncParam x
14 FuncLocal x x
15 FetchLocal x
16 InstrOperand x
17 InstrLocal x x
18 TrapLocal x

Table 11: Declaration scope

Verification implementation

Scope verification functions operate on the parse-tree. The parse-tree checker uses an
environment variable to keep track of the current scope. This variable is declared in the
TreeType.h file. It is an aggregate data-structure containing pointers to all identifier
declaration blocks in the parse-tree.
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The pointers in the environment variable are updated once a new declaration block is
entered. For example, during a function declaration check, a pointer to the function
list, a pointer to the function parameters and a pointer to local declaration-nodes is
placed in the environment.

One single function is used to check whether an identifier declaration is allowed in scope,
the IsDeclared function. This function is passed two arguments, an indicator which
indicates which declarations are in scope, and the identifier which is being checked.

Depending on the value of the scope indicator, IsDeclared calls functions such as IsReg
ister and IsAlias. These verify one particular node/list. IsDeclared returns whether or
not a declaration node was found in scope. If so, it will return a pointer to the first
node which declared this identifier.

If a description is semantically correct, the return argument pointer points to the decla
ration node which was verified. In a correct description this must be the first occurrence
of an identifier in scope. If another pointer is returned, another declaration using the
same identifier has occurred first. Such a situation will be signalled by the parse-tree
verification functions.

• Usage verification

Once identifiers are declared in a processor description, identifiers can be used in other
declarations or statements and expressions. Several restrictions apply to the use of
identifiers.

Usage restrictions:

Identifiers must be declared before they are used.

Identifier usage must correspond with their declaration.

If multiple declarations exist of a single identifier exist in different scopes, the most
recently declared is used.

Aliases global to a description may redefine (parts of) previously declared re
cources. Either a memory element, the program counter, a register, a port or
an alias.

Implementation specific registers may redefine (parts of) previously declared im
plementation specific resources. Either a fetchbuffer element, registers or aliases.

Function identifiers are only allowed in function references.

Identifiers used in statements or expressions, other than functions must be declared
as resources or statistics.

Verification implementation

A function reminiscent of the IsDeclared function is used to verify if an identifier is
declared in a certain block. This function is called IsMostRecent. Conceptually both
functions are similar, the IsMostRecent function is handed two arguments, the identifier
which is verified and a scope indicator. The IsMostRecent function returns whether or
not a declaration was found in scope. If so, it returns a pointer to the most-recent
declaration node. Thus allowing further comparison of, for example, the number of
function arguments.
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For instance when a function reference is found in a statement, the IsMostRecent func
tion is called. It is passed the function identifier used in the function reference, and
an indicator indicating which part of the scope needs to be searched, in this case only
the function declaration block. If a function is declared using the identifier in question,
IsMostRecent will return a pointer to this declaration.

4.5.3 Tree descent

The parse-tree checker uses the recursive descent principle. Nodes from the parse-tree are
verified for consistency using several functions, each function in turn calls functions which
verify its child nodes. All tree descent functions are named c<node_name>.

The parse-tree verification is started using one single function, cDescription. This function is
called by the parser once a description has been parsed. As a result of the parse-tree check
cDescription returns a flag indicating whether or not errors were found. This flag in turn is
evaluated by the parser before invocation of the code-generator.

The general concept of the parse-tree verification functions is illustrated using the cAlias
function. Its function outline is presented in figure 30. It is written using pseudo-C. The
functions IsDeclared and IsMostRecent refer to the functions introduced in the paragraphs
on scope handling.

cAlias and cImAlias are special functions, they represent the only verification functions which
have side-effects. The cAlias function not only verifies all aliases in an alias list, they can also
alter the alias attributes. The actual semantics of the declaration are not affected by these
modifications. Aliases are used to redefine parts of resources. New aliases can be defined
using previously defined aliases. This "recursion" can be eliminated without affecting the
semantics as long as the aliases are not forwardly declared.

For instance, consider alias X which is defined using alias Y. Alias Y was originally defined
using a non-alias resource. The declaration of Alias X can be altered to a declaration using
this non-alias resource rather than alias Y. If recursion is eliminated throughout the entire
alias check it will result in a set of aliases defined on resources rather than on aliases.

The outline of the cAlias function is presented in figure 30. Due to the side-effects, the cAlias
function is one of the more complex verification functions. This function verifies an entire
alias declaration list, including the occurrence of the newly declared variables as well as the
existence of the resource which it redefines.

4.5.4 Statement checks

Statements in SimDes appear in statement lists. Once a statement list is reached in the
semantic verification process it is handed over to the cStat function. The cStat function
verifies all semantics in a complete statement list. cStat is handed a pointer to the statement
list and a scope indicator. cStat, figure 31, will verify all statements in a statement list
sequentially.

Each statement is handed over to a switch stat.ement, this uses the Kind field in each statement
node to select a function which performs the actual statement check. Uthe Kind field contains
an unknown node type an error message is generated.
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while (Aliases left)
{

info = IsDeclared (Scope.ldent)

if (another declaration using ident was found before this one)
{

PtrError(Already defined identifier);
}

else
{

info = IsMostRecent (Scope. Original_Ident)

if (new alias redefines non-alias)
{

Verify_if_correctly_designated
Verify_alias_start
Verify_alias_end

}

else
{

info = SearchAlias (Ident,AliasList)

if (new alias redefines old alias)
{

Verify_if_no_designators
Verify_alias_start
Verify_alias_end
Remove_recursive_alias_definition

}

else
{

}
}

}

}

Figure 30: Alias declaration verification function

Each different statement type is verified by a special verification function, most of these
functions show a similar structure. One representative is examined, the cWhile function.
This function is used to verify while statements figure 32. cWhile accepts two arguments, a
pointer to a statement node and a scope indicator.

cWhile first of all verifies whether or not a condition is present in the while statement node.
If so, this expression is verified, using cExpr. If the condition is missing an error is reported
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cStat(pStat Stat,Integer Scope)

{

while (Stat!=NULL)
{

}
}

switch (Stat->Kind)
{

case kThen

case kElse

case kAInc

default
}

Stat=Stat->Next;

cIf(Stat,Scope);
break;
cIf(Stat,Scope);
break;

cAssign(Stat,Scope);
break;
PrtError(eeStatementBlock,NoPosition);

Figure 31: Statement verification function

and no attempt is made to verify this node. Next cWhile checks whether or not the statement
block associated with the while statement is empty, if so the verification is finished. Otherwise
these statements are checked using a call to cStat.

4.5.5 Expression checks

Similar to statements, several types of expressions must be verified. All expressions are
verified using a single function call, cExpr. cExpr is handed two arguments, an expression
pointer and a scope indicator. Expressions are checked using a recursive descent strategy.
Each expression check verifies its child nodes, if present. The cExpr function contains checks
which verify whether or not the parse-tree is corrupted. These verifications were introduced
during system development, but were kept to guarantee parse-tree integrity. In figure 33 the
cExpr function is presented.

The cExpr function determines which kind of expression is stored in an expression node.
Subsequently this node will be verified using a function dedicated to that particular node type.
One of the expression nodes which can be verified is the binary expression node figure 34. A
binary expression contains two operand fields. If one of these operand fields equals NULL,
an error is generated. An error which cannot occur if the parse-tree is not corrupted. If the
node type is known, the left as well as the right operand expression pointer are verified using
a cExpr call.
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static void

{

cWhile(pStat Stat, Integer Scope)

if (Stat->Stat.While.Expr!=NULL)
{

cExpr(Stat->Stat.While.Expr,Scope);
}

else
{

PrtError(eeCondWhile,Stat->Position);
}

if (Stat->Stat.While.Stat!=NULL)
cStat(Stat->Stat.While.Stat,Scope);

}

Figure 32: While verification function

4.5.6 Related files

The parse-tree checker consists of several modules, in table 12 the contents of several files
used in the parse-tree checker are tabulated.

File name

CheckType.h
CheckFunc.h
CheckFunc.c
Check1Func.c
Check2Func.c
Check3Func.c

Contents

Check-type definitions and scope defines
Check function prototypes
Check function module
Miscellaneous check functions
Tree Structure check functions
Statement and expression check functions

Table 12: Parse-tree verification files

4.5.7 Debugging

Similar to the parser the parse-tree verification contains conditionally compiled code. This
code is used to log all checks made during the verification process. Logs can be switched on
by passing the CHECKDEBUG toggle to the compiler or by altering the the Token.h file. All
log-information is stored in the Check.Debug file.

If a large description file is compiled the log file may become quite extensive. In case log files
are desirable, the identifier scope logs could be removed. The identifier scope logs are coded
in the CheckFuncl.c file.
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cExpr(pExpr Expr, Integer Scope)

{

if (Expr!=NULL)
{

svitch (Expr->Kind)
{ case kTilde

case kTimes

case kDigit

default
}

}

else
{

cUnary(Expr,Scope);
break;
cBinary(Expr,Scope);
break;

cDigit(Expr,Scope);
break;
PrtError(eeUnknovnExpr,Expr->Position);

PrtError(eelnconsistency,NoPosition);
}

}

Figure 33: Expression verification function
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cBinary(pExpr Expr, Integer Scope)

{

if (Expr->Expr.Binary.Left!=NULL)
{

cExpr(Expr->Expr.Binary.Left,Scope);
}

else
{

PrtError(eeMissingExprBinary,Expr->Position);
}

if (Expr->Expr.Binary.Right!=NULL)
{

cExpr(Expr->Expr.Binary.Right,Scope);
}

else
{

PrtError(eeMissingExprBinary,Expr->Position);
}

}

Figure 34: Binary expression verification function
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5 SimDes Language Translation
In the previous chapters the SimDes description language and the compiler front-end were
introduced. The SimDes language and front-end show little resemblance with the simulators
produced by SimGen. The actual translation from the parse-tree to simulator source-code is
made by the back-end of the SimGen compiler. Before proceeding with the actual back-end
structure, the mapping from SimDes on C will be examined.

Simulators generated by SimGen contain data-structures corresponding with various resource
declarations in a processor description. These data-structures are used to store processor
state-information, for example register contents. Due to the variety in resource declarations,
resources are mapped on several data-structures. These mappings will be examined first.
Once familiar with them, the actual translation of SimDes statements and expressions can be
discussed.

5.1 Mapping Resources

Inside the simulator the number of different data-structures, used to store resources is limited
to a minimum. This eases the coding of resource references, since only a small number of
different access types need to be considered.

The most common data-structure used to store resources is the struct Variable type. It will
be referred to as the Variable struct. Registers and ports are stored in variables or arrays of
type struct Variable. The Variable-struct is presented in figure 35. A Variable struct consists
of:

• Number field containing a variable reference.

• Value field of type Integer, which stores the resource value.

• Type field of type Integer, which stores resource width.

• Read field, read activity counter of this resource element.

• Write field, write activity counter of this resource element.

• Initial field, which stores the storing the initial value.

Most of the resources declared in SimDes, are mapped either on a single Variable struct or
arrays of type struct Variable. To avoid duplicate identifiers in fixed simulator sources and
those generated using the processor description, all Variable struct names will be prefixed
with "rr".

Memory and aliases cannot be mapped on a struct Variable data-structure. Allocating an
array for 4 Giga-byte memory is bad practice. To overcome this problem a memory man
ager was created. Accesses to memory are handled by the memory manager. The memory
manager offers an interface consisting of various functions which access memory elements.
The introduction of a memory manager has a la.rge impact on the code-generator. Memory
accesses are no longer variable references, but function references. Accesses to memory have
to be coded separately.
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Aliases constitute another exception, aliases are used to, either redefine (part of) a Variable
struct, or redefine (part of) a memory element. To avoid duplication of information the
contents of the original resource is not copied to the alias struct. Instead a new data-structure,
the Alias struct is introduced. Instead of the resource value it stores a pointer to this value.

Aliases can point either to a Variable struct or a memory element. Accesses to aliases defined
on memory elements result in the invocation of memory manager functions. Accesses to other
aliases refer to Variable structs. Both types require different coding, therefore, two different
types of alias structs are introduced, the VarAlias-struct and MemAlias-struct, figure 35.

The MemAlias struct is identical to the VarAlias structs except for the Address field. A
MemAlias struct consists of the following fields:

• Number field contains a unique variable reference.

• From field, representing the memory address which was redefined.

• Offset field, contains the first bit used.

• End field, contains the last bit used.

• Type field, contains the width of the alias.

• Read field, alias read activity counter.

• Write field, alias write activity counter.

Table 13, lists the newly introduced data-structures used in the Simulator, and relates them
to data-structures in the parse-tree, and their actual declarations in the processor description.

Simulator
data-structure

Variable struct
VarAlias struct
MemAlias struct
Memory Manager

Parse-tree
data-structure

struct DecljOperand
struct Alias
struct Alias
struct Decl

SimDes
resource-type

pc, registers, ports, etc.
va.riable alias
memory alias
memory

Table 13: Resource mapping

In practice these four different simulator data-structures result in four different methods to
code one single statement. For example, a SimDes assignment to a memory element, and a
SimDes assignment to a register, are translated to accesses to different data-structures. The
code-generator must differentiate between these four accesses when coding statements and
expressions.

In chapter 3, SimDes expressions were examined. SimDes expressions differ from C expres
sions. During expression evaluation additional information is needed regarding the width
of each expression. The simulator must evaluate both value and width at run-time. An
aggregate data-structure is used to store this information, the struct Expression. Struct
Expression elements are passed in the simulator during expression evaluation. The struct Ex
pression data-type consists of two Integers, one for value storage, and one for width storage,
figure 35.
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struct Variable { Integer Humber;
Integer Value;
Integer Type;
Integer Initial;
Integer Read;
Integer Write;

};

struct VarAlias { Integer Humber;
Integer Offset;
Integer End;
Integer Type;
Integer Read;
Integer Write;
struct Variable *From;

};

struct MemAlias { Integer Humber;
Integer Offset;
Integer End;
Integer Type;
Integer Read;
Integer Write;
Integer From;

};

struct Expression { Integer Value;
Integer Type;

};

Figure 35: Simulator data-structures

5.2 Translating Expressions

Expression evaluation in the simulator can not be mapped on ordinary C expression evalu
ation. C expression evaluation does not pass type information. Expression evaluation must
be handled by a set of expression evaluation functions. These functions accept Expression
structs as arguments and return a single Expression struct. Although it is possible to code
expression "manually" the complexity involved in manipulating an appropriate expression
stack, adds more overhead than that caused by function calls.

Expressions may contain various identifier references. In addition to functions for evaluating,
slice, binary and unary expressions, functions are required to "evaluate" identifiers and in
tegers. During the evaluation of identifiers the read counters of the resources involved must
be updated. Apart from the statistics update, expression evaluation functions offer several
handles to obtain traces. Traces regarding both operations and resource accesses.
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One expression evaluation function will be examined, the Variable evaluation function. It
is used to evaluate identifier of type struct Variable. Expression evaluation functions are
prefixed with 'xx'. These function references will occur quite often in the simulator code,
therefore the xxVariable function identifier is abbreviated to xxVar.

The Variable evaluation function accepts a pointer to the variable which needs to be ref
erenced. Subsequently a temporary Expression struct is declared inside the function body.
This will be filled with value and type information derived from the Variable struct. The read
counter of the Variable-struct is increased next. If no expression evaluation log is required,
the function returns the temporary Expression struct. If the expression evaluation log toggle
is set, an automatic log of this variable reference must be made first.

struct Expression xxVar(struct Variable *op. Integer Number)

{

struct Expression temp;

temp. Value = op->Value;
temp. Type = op->Type;

op->Read++;

#ifdef EXPRLOG
fprintf(SimLog."Read from Variable nr Yolu. Width Yolu. \n"

• (unsigned long) Number
• (unsigned long) op->Type);

#endif

return(temp);
}

Figure 36: Variable evaluation function

The expression evaluation functions ease the generation of code for expression evaluation.
The structure of the expression evaluation functions in C corresponds to that of expressions
in SimDes, no further translation in necessary.

5.3 Translating Statements

Statements supported by SimDes can be grouped into two different types of statements.
Statements which alter the processor state, and those which do not.
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5.3.1 Statements which preserve processor state

Statements which preserve processor state can be translated directly to one single ( state
ment. Only when expressions are used as statement conditions, additional code is required.
Expressions are evaluated by expression evaluation functions. These functions return an Ex
pression struct. (statements do not accept these structures as conditions. An additional
selector is added to the expression evaluation function call to select only the value element of
the Expression struct.

An example of a statement coding function is presented in figure 37. It illustrates the code
generation process for an if-statement using a set of macros which output (-code to a file.

void Printlf(pStat Stat)

{

EmitCode("if (II):

SelectExpression(Stat->Stat.lf.Cond);
EmitCode(I.Value)"):

CodeStatements(Stat->Stat.lf.Then):

if (Stat->Kind==kElse)
{

EmitCode("el se \n"):
CodeStatements(Stat->Stat.lf.Else):

}
}

Figure 37: If-statement coding

5.3.2 Statements which alter processor state

The converse of statements which do not affect processor state, are those who do. A statement
affects the processor-state if it assigns a new value to a resource. Evidently these statements
include the assignment, increment and decrement statements. The for-statement however also
affects processor-state. A for-statement contains an implicit assignment to the loop-counter.
This loop-counter in turn is declared as a resource, therefore the for-statement affects the
processor-state.

SimDes statements which do not affect processor state could be coded using a single statement.
SimDes statements which affect the processor state correspond to multiple (-statements.
Especially when traces need to be generated, the number of statements involved is significant.
If for each assignment in a description a large number of (-statements is emitted the source
code size will take on excessive proportions.

Instead of directly substituting (-code, statements could be coded using macros or functions.
Each alternative coding strategy has certain advantages and disadvantages. Advantages and
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disadvantages are tabulated in table 14.

• Direct coding

Substituting a SimDes statement using several (-statements results in fast (-code.
Main disadvantage is the code size, furthermore the code-generator will have to emit
large/complex descriptions.

• Macro coding

SimDes statements could be mapped on macros. Speed-wise this mapping is similar to
direct coding. The code-generation process however is simpler than that using direct
coding. Although the generated source-file seems smaller, the compiler preprocessor
will still generate large source files. This could pose a problem for the (-compiler.

• Functions

Mapping SimDes statements on (-functions, results in relatively small source-code files.
Speed-wise, the function mapping is less profitable, the function overhead cannot be
ignored. Code-generation remains simple.

Advantages Disadvantages

Direct coding fast complex code-generation
large output code

Macro coding fast simple code-generation
large output code

Function coding function overhead simple code-generation
small output code

Table 14: Code-generation alternatives

During the simulator construction process SimDes statements were directly translated into
C. Even for small processor description, the resulting source-code files proved relatively large.
Using direct coding for larger processor descriptions would result in excessive source-code files
and, or problems with the (-compiler.
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Practical implications

At this time SimDes statements which do not affect processor-state are coded directly into
C. Statements which do affect the processor state are coded differently. Whenever such a
statement results in a large number of C statements, it will be coded using functions. The
amount of duplicate code thus is limited to a minimum. Additionally these functions offer
handles to log information regarding write accesses to resources.

Examples

• Assignment-statement

Assignment statements come in many different formats. Within this diverse group two
functionally different groups can be distinguished. The direct assignments and indirect
assignments.

Assignments modify simulator variables, due to the variety in simulator resources, mul
tiple functions are required to assign new values to different kinds of resources. Behavior
of the assignment functions will be explained using a direct assignment function, this
function assigns a value to a struct Variable.

The direct assignment function, accepts four parameters. A pointer to the variable
which is being assigned a new value, a bot and top bit specifier specifying which bits to
assign to, and the value which needs to be assigned. The first actions performed by this
function are two assignments to globally declared temporary variables. Subsequently
the function examines whether or not a value is to be assigned to an entire resource. If
so, the resource value may be discarded, otherwise the resource value is to be read first.

If a value is assigned to only part of a resource, all other bits in the resource remain
unaffected. The function listed in figure 38, does not include functions which produce
traces for read and write accesses. These can be conditionally compiled, and will deliver
a trace of all assignment read and write access in this function.

• For-statement

For-statements affect the processor state, for-statements contain implicit assignments
to the resource used as loop-counter. The SimDes for-statement cannot be coded using
a single C statement. Furthermore, it is not possible to code a for-statement using a
function. The for-loop body cannot be passed to a function. Therefore, a for-statement
must be mapped on either several C statements or a macro.

Another problem complicates the for-statement coding. A for-statement loop counter
should range from the start to end value during all loop iterations. The loop counter
nor the start and end value should be affected by modifications made to resources in
the for-loop. The required behavior can be obtained, if local C variables are used to
store these values. This way loop-counters will not be affected by SimDes statements
or nested for-statements.

Instead of emitting all C declarations and statements SimGen emits a set of parameter
ized macros. The actual macro definitions are specified in an include file. These macros
were constructed with a minimum of parameter evaluation. The macros are included
when the simulator sources are compiled. An example of the for-statement code which
is generated by SimGen, is presented in figure 39. It shows the code generated for a
for-statement using a Variable struct as loop counter.
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void Direct2Variable(struct Variable
Integer
Integer
Integer

{

*VarAddress.
Bot.
Top.
Value)

Width
Mask

= Top-Bot+1;
= MaskHi[Top] & MaskLo[Bot];

if «Bot==O)&&(Top==(VarAddress->Type-1»)
{

Value &= Mask;
VarAddress->Value=Value;

}

else
{

1* Mask new value
1* Assign to resource

Old = VarAddress->Value; 1* Read old value *1
Old &= -Mask; 1* Preserve unaffected bits *1
Value «= Bot; 1* Shift the new value *1
Value &= Mask; 1* Mask the new value *1
Value 1= Old; 1* Merge old and new bits *1
VarAddress->Value=Value; 1* Assign to resource *1
VarAddress->Read++; 1* Increment read counter *1

}

VarAddress->Write++;
}

Figure 38: Direct assignment function

{

InitForVar(macro_parameters)

1* Increment read counter

for (fordummy=forstart; fordummy<=forend; fordummy --)
{

LoopForVar(macro_parameter)

Optional statement-code
}

}

Figure 39: For loop code using macros

The InitForVar macro is used to declare and initialize variables local to the for statement.
The initialization is followed by a C for-statement using a local variable as loop counter.
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The LoopForVar macro, is positioned inside the for-body. This macro updates the
resource (SimDes - loop counter) with the value of the ( loop-counter. This update is
reminiscent of an assignment as discussed in the previous paragraph. To the outside
world it will appear as if the resource in question was used as loop counter.

5.4 Translating functions and instructions
• Functions

SimDes functions are mapped on (-functions which accept arguments of type struct
Expression. If a function returns a value, it returns an Expression-struct. Function
names are prefixed with the "ff" prefix to avoid duplicate names.

Problems and solutions in function coding:

1. SimDes function arguments are accessible in the SimDes function body, using the
function parameter identifiers. Function arguments passed to the actual ( func
tions are of the Expression struct type. The coder however codes function param
eters as Variable structs.

This problem is solved by the introduction of two variables for each function param
eter. The actual function parameters for ( functions will be declared as variables
of the Expression-struct type. These function parameters are prefixed with the
letters "fp". Another variable is declared inside the ( function body as a variable
of type struct Variable. Its identifier is prefixed with "rr". Both value and type
information for this variable are subsequently initialized, using the actual function
parameter value. As a result of this procedure, accesses to function parameters
can be coded as Variable structs.

2. Local resources like all other resources in SimDes have a fixed type. Locals variables
in ( cannot be initialized automatically.

A similar routine is used as was introduced for parameter initialization. The data
in the simulator source are initialized by adding initialization code. The only differ
ence with the parameter type initialization is caused by possible array declarations
in the local resources.

3. SimDes functions can be declared recursively.

To avoid compiler warnings function prototypes are automatically generated by
SimGen.
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• Instructions

Instructions in SimDes are mapped on C-functions which accept no arguments and have
return type void. The function identifiers associated with instructions are generated by
prefixing the SimGen instruction identifier with the letters "iiI'. Similar to SimDes
functions, SimDes instruction mapping presents some minor problems.

Problems and solutions in function coding:

1. Although Instructions are not passed arguments like those passed to functions.
The user can specify instruction operands. These operands must be initialized,
both value and type.

The code generator must add declarations and initialization routines for the operands
in the simulator. Operands are decla.red as Variable structs, prefixed with the let
ters "rr". Both value and width of these operands must be initialized. The contents
of the type field of an operand is known at parse-time and can be initialized using
a single assignment. The value for the Value field is known only at run-time. Code
must be supplied which extracts the value for each operand from the fetchbuffer
contents.

2. Instruction locals, similar to function locals.

5.5 The simulator database

At this point all SimDes language constructs can be mapped on equivalent (-language con
structs. Several state-transition functions can be generated using these mappings. These
functions will complete the simulator frame-work. In the following paragraphs, the data
structures used to store processor state information inside the simulator will be examined
more closely. Additional data-structures will be introduced. These will provide all informa
tion needed to access data-structures by name at run-time.

The simulator database is spread over three different ftles.

FixVar.h fixed type definitions and variable declarations
Define.h defined to parameterize standard building blocks
<name>_var_var.h variable type definitions and variable declarations

5.5.1 Variable-struct information

All global resource declarations which are mapped on Variable-structs must be coded by the
code-generator. The struct Variable type has already been explained. In addition to these
declarations a lookup-table of type struct VarLookup (figure 40) must be generated.

Given a set of variables declared as Variable structs, the lookup-table can be used to access
these variables by name. This table links an identifier string with a pointer to the struct
Variable base address and a pointer to a list with indices. Using the base address and the
indices pointer an identifier specification entered by the user can be verified and accessed.
Figure 41 presents a single example declaration using variable data-structures.
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struct VarLookup { Integer
struct Variable
Integer
char

};

Number;
*Address;
*Indices;
*String;

Figure 40: Variable lookup table type

Integer inFB[] = { 3, 0 };

struct Variable rrFB[3]=
{

{ 26, 0, 16, 0, 0, 0 },
{ 26, 0, 16, 0, 0, 0 },
{ 26, 0, 16, 0, 0, 0 }

};

struct VarLookup VarLookup[2] =
{

{ 26, &rrFB [0], tinFB, "FB" },
{ 0, NULL, NULL, 1111 }

};

Figure 41: Example variable declaration

5.5.2 Aliases

Alias declarations can contain references to Variable-structs. Therefore all Variable-struct
resource declarations should precede the alias declarations. Within a simulator the user
should be able to access aliases by name. Information needed for these accesses is stored in
the VarAliasLookup table, an array of the struct VarAliasLookup type. MemAlias information
is stored in a separate lookup-table. This table links aliases to memory addresses rather than
to Variable-structs. Although unlikely, it is possible that no alias declarations are present.
To avoid compile-time errors an extra element is added to the end of the lookup table.

5.5.3 Functions

In addition to the function prototypes and the function code a function activity counter must
be declared for each function. These activity counters are used to register the number of
times a function is invoked. Function activity counters are declared as Integer. Their names
are identical to those of the corresponding functions, except for the prefix "fc".

The function lookup-table links function identifiers, to function activity counters. The func
tion lookup table is extended with an extra element to avoid compiler-warnings if no functions
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struct VarAliasLookup {Integer
struct VarAlias
char

};

struct MemAliasLookup {Integer
struct MemAlias
char

};

Figure 42: Alias lookup table types

are declared.

Number;
*Address;
*String;

Number;
*Address;
*String;

struct FuncLookup { Integer
Integer
char

};

Number;
*Address;
*String;

Figure 43: Function lookup table type

5.5.4 Instructions

Apart from the "instruction" prototypes and the instruction code a simulator needs infor
mation regarding instruction opcodes. The simulator uses this information when decoding
instructions. This information is derived from the instruction declarations in the parse-tree,
and must be coded into a data-structure which can be used by the instruction decoder in the
simulator.

The data-structures for instruction recognition are particular to the algorithm used in the
instruction decoder. In appendix B various different approaches to decoder construction are
examined. Only the data-structures for a sorted instruction list decoder will be examined
here.

The sorted instruction list is stored in the simulator database, it contains information regard
ing both the fixed bit and don't care positions for each instruction. The current instruction
decoder uses a jump-table to invoke instructions, this table is also located in the database.
The position of the recognized instruction in the instruction list determines which instruction
in the jump-table is executed.

Apart from the instruction list and the instruction jump-table, an instruction lookup table
is generated. The instruction lookup table links instruction identifiers to instruction activity
counters. Again the lookup-table is extended with a single element to allow for a very unlikely
empty instruction list. The type definitions of the instruction list as well as that of the lookup
table are presented in figure 44.
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An example of an instruction list, the accompanying instruction lookup-table and jump-table
is listed in figure 45.

struct InstrList { Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer

};

Number;
Jump;
Opcode[l] ;
Dont [1] ;
Call;
Length;

struct InstrLookup { Integer
struct InstrList
char

};

Figure 44: Instruction set data structures

void (*Instr[3])() =
{

iiAdd,
iiHlt,
dummy

};

struct InstrList InstrList[3] =
{

{ 40, 0, { 0 }, { 0 }, 0, 1 },
{ 37, 1, { 1 }, { 0 }, 0, 1 },
{ 0, 0, { 0 }, { 0 }, 0, 0 }

};

struct InstrLookup InstrLookup[3] =
{

Number;
*Address;
*String;

""

{ 40, tlnstrList[O],
{ 37, tlnstrList[l],
{ 0, NULL,

};

"Add"},
"HIt"},

}

Figure 45: Example instruction set declaration
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5.5.5 Constants

Many different structures have been introduced, most of these structures consist of lists of
possibly multiple elements. When searching these lists for a specific element, it is tiresome
to test for end of list conditions, to overcome this problem various constants are provided by
the code-generator which ease references to the lookup-tables. In table 15 these constants are
tabulated.

NrInstructions
NrFunctions
NrGlobals
NrMemAlias
NrVarAlias

Number of instructions
Number of functions
Number of Variable structs
Number of VarAlias structs
Number of MemAlias structs

Table 15: Simulator constants

Apart from these constants the code-generator also generates a Define.h file. The defines in
this file are used in various standard blocks to parameterize various functions. These constants
are tabulated in table 16.

Constant

MEMLOG
EXPRLOG
FUNCLOG
INSTRLOG
ASSIGNLOG

MAXBITS
MEMORYWIDTH
MEMORYSIZE
MODEL
TOPLEVEL
REALMAXOPCODE

Function

Memory trace on
Expression trace on
Function trace on
Instruction trace on
Assignment trace on

Maximum number of bits in a word «32)
Memory width "data bus"-size «32)
Memory size "address bus"-size «32)
Select memory model
Used in memory model
Used to dimension Instruction list

Table 16: Simulator defines
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6 Compiler Back-End

6.1 Principle

6.1.1 Global structure

In chapter 4 the compiler front-end was examined. The compiler front-end is target language
independent. The compiler back-end mappings were presented in chapter 5. The actual
code-generation phase still needs to be examined.

The code generation-phase is invoked only if the parse-tree verification does not result in
errors. The parser invokes the parse-tree coder by calling the CodeImplementation function
for each implementation in the parse-tree description. This function descends in the parse
tree, coding pieces of the parse-tree.

For each simulator the coder performs the following tasks:

- Initialize coder.
- Emit main program and simulator defines.
- Construct sorted list of instructions.
- Code global resource declarations.
- Code global resource lookup-tables.
- Code fetch block, recursive descent.
- Code traphandler block, recursive descent.
- Code function headers.
- Code function bodies, recursive descent.
- Code instruction headers.
- Code instruction bodies, recursive descent.
- End coder.

6.1.2 Output files - what is generated

During a parse SimGen can generate both C source code and log-files. The source code files
generated by the parser will be examined next.

• Define.h

The Define.h file contains defines used to parameterize the standard modules. An
example of one such constant is the MEMORYWIDTH used by the memory manager.

• <Implementation_name>.c

This file contains the main simulator program. Inclusion of functions from all simula
tor sources/modules is handled here. The actual main function consists of a memory
manager initialization call, followed by the invocation of the MainMenu function.

• <Implementation_name>_func.h

To avoid compile-time errors function prototypes for the functions derived from the
processor description functions are placed in this module.
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• <lmplementation_name>Jnstr.h

To avoid compile-time errors function prototypes for the functions derived from the
instructions descriptions are placed in this module.

• <Implementation_name>_code_var.h

All code generated for functions, instructions, fetch and traphandler block, are emitted
to this file.

• <Implementation_name>_var_var.h

All resource declarations and resource lookup tables are located in this file.

6.2 Instruction decoder generation

The instruction decoder generator allocates memory to store the instruction list/array. This
instruction array is allocated at parse-time, it is used to sort the instruction list. Each
instruction declared in the processor description is placed in this array oftype struct InstrList,
figure 46 at parse-time. Note that this instruction list is not the same as the data-structure
used in the actual simulator.

An instruction array element contains two arrays for storage of opcode and operand informa
tion, these fields have a fixed size specified by the MaxOpcode constant. Currently the largest
instruction (with respect to its opcode) which can be stored is one of 32 words. The value of
this constant MaxOpcode, can be increased if necessary. It is defined in the Token.h file. A
fixed length allocation is used in the parser only. The instruction list used by the simulator
uses a data-structure which can accommodate the largest opcode exactly.

struct InstrList {
Integer Name;
Integer Opcode[MaxOpcode];
Integer Dont[MaxOpcode];
Integer Length;

};

Figure 46: Parser instruction list

After allocating room for the instruction array, it is initialized using opcodes and operand
information. The Opcode field represents the fixed part of the instruction opcode, the Dont
field corresponds with the don't cares derived from instruction operands. Once the instruction
array is initialized, it is sorted using a selection sort algorithm. Entries in the Opcode and
Dont field are compared using a function, FirstSmallerSecond. This function compares two
different instructions by attaching weights to bits in the Opcode and Dont care field.

Once all instructions are sorted only two tasks remain, emitting the declaration of the ac
tual simulator instruction list and presenting the resulting order to the designer. The data
structures used to store the instruction-set have been examined in the previous chapter. The
following list contains all functions which aid the decoder database generation.
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• DecoderCreateList, allocate space for instruction array at parse-time.

• DecoderPlaceOpcodes, place opcode information for all instructions in the instruction
array.

• DecoderPlaceOperands, place operand information (don't cares) for all instructions in
the instruction array.

• DecoderPlaceDontCares, fill out instruction with don't cares.

• DecoderSortInstructions, sort array using selection sort.

• FirstSmallerSecond, compare two instructions.

• DecoderCodeInstrList, generate code for simulator database.

• DecoderDumpInstrList, present instruction list to stdio.

• DecoderRemoveInstrList, free allocated space.

6.3 Variable Coding

6.3.1 Global resources

In chapter 5, variable coding was discussed. All resources global to a single implementation,
are coded using a CodeGlobalResources call. All Variable, VarAlias and MemAlias struct
declarations are coded by this function.

Identifier lookup-tables and references for the simulator are coded using the CodeLookupRe
sources function. Two references are coded separately, a string representing the memory
Identifier, and a pointer to the fetchbuffer. Memory is accessed using the memory manager
interface. Inside the simulator the identifier used for memory declarations is not known yet.
This identifier is coded separately. The fetchbuffer pointer, is also declared separately, it will
be used by the instruction decoder to access the fetchbuffer, more on this in chapter 7.

Functions used by CodeGlobalResources:

• CodeVar, code entire variable declaration block, including variable initialization.

• CodeVarIndices, generate an initialized array reflecting resource indices.

• CodeVarAlias, code all variable alias declarations.

• CodeMemAlias, code all memory alias declarations.

Functions used by CodeLookupResources:

• CodeMemId, declare memory identifier.

• CodeFetchBuffer, declare pointer to fetchbuffer.

• CodeVarLookupHeader, declare variable lookup table header.
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• CodeVarLookup, declare variable references.

• CodeVarLookupTrailer, patch an empty element to the lookup table.

• CodeVarAliasLookup, declare all variable aliases.

• CodeMemAliasLookup, declare all memory aliases.

All functions used to generate declarations are located in the Code2Func.c source file.

6.3.2 Local declarations

Local resources can be declared in various description blocks. The life span of local resources
does not exceed the execution of an instruction. Therefore local resource identifiers are not
included in lookup-tables. CodeLocalVar codes all declarations for an entire local resource
declaration. Apart from the actual resource declarations the code-generator also generates
code to initialize the resource-type.

All functions used to generate declarations are located in the Code2Func.c source file.

6.4 Function Coding

Functions declared within a processor implementation can be mapped on C functions using
the mappings presented in chapter 5. All functions used to generate function declarations are
located in the Code2Func.c source file. These functions represent the top-layer of the coding
functions.

Functions used by CodeFunctionBlocks:

• CodeFunctionHeaders, generates function prototypes.

• CodeFunctionCounters, declare function activity counters.

• CodeFunctionLookup, link function identifier with the appropriate function activity
counter.

• CodeFunctionParam, generate local parameter initialization, initialize both value and
type.

• CodeFunctions, generate function bodies, includes a call to CodeVarLocal which declares
and initializes local resources. CodeFunctions also updates the function activity counter
and adds conditional code to log function entry and exit.

6.5 Instruction Coding

Instructions declared within a processor implementation can be mapped on C functions us
ing the mappings from chapter 5. All functions used to generate "instruction" declarations
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are located in the Code2Func.c source file. These functions represent the top-layer of the
instruction coding functions.

Functions used by CodeInstructionBlocks:

• CodeInstructionHeaders, generates instruction prototypes.

• CodeInstructionOperands, generate operand declarations.

• CodeInstructionOperandsInit, initialize both operand value and type. The operand
value information is extracted from the fetchbuffer. The operand type is known at
parse-time and is assigned to the type field.

• CodeInstructions, generate instruction bodies, includes a call to CodeVarLocal which
declares and initializes local resources. CodeInstructions also updates the program
counter automatically and adds conditional code to log instruction entry and exit.

• CodeInstructionLookup, link instruction identifier with a specific instruction list element
containing the instruction activity counter.

6.6 Statement coding

A general approach to code statements, was presented in chapter 5, statements are coded us
ing a set of recursive functions. All statement coding functions are located in the Code3Func.c
simulator generator source. A complete list of statements is coded using a single CodeState
ments function.

In chapter 5, statements were divided into statements which did and did not preserve simu
lator state. Statements which preserve simulator state can be coded directly into (-language
constructs. Statements that do not preserve processor state, Le. operate on resources are
mapped either on function calls or macros.

If a statement is encountered which affects the processor state then the code-generator must
determine which type of resource is affected. Similar to identifier declaration verification,
the tree-coder uses an environment variable to keep track of declarations in scope. Before
a statement list is coded, a pointer to e.g. local variables is placed in this environment
variable. This allows the decoder to determine which type of identifier is affected, and generate
appropriate code for it.

The following resource types are distinguished.

1. Memory identifier.

2. Alias declaration, using memory.

3. Alias declaration, not using a resource.

4. None of the above, declared elsewhere as Variable struct.

If the identifier in question is none of the first three alternatives it can only be another
resources declaration.
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The function Whatls, declared in CodelFunc.c, determines which type of resource is affected
by a statement and returns, a constant signifying which of the alternatives was found. If the
identifier is an alias reference the function additionally returns a pointer to the alias node
in question. This pointer is used to access the underlying resource declaration. Once the
affected resource type is determined the coder can proceed with the coding process, selecting
one of four alternative coding schemes.

Statement coding functions

• CodeStatements, create a new statement block.

• SelectStatement, select which statement is coded.

• Codelf, code if-statement.

• CodeFor, select the for statement-type and code.

• CodeWhile, code while-statement.

• CodeRepeat, code repeat-statement.

• CodeCase, code case-statement.

• CodeReturn, code return-statement.

• Codelncrement, select an assignment-type and code.

• CodeDirectAssign, select an assignment-type and code.

• CodelndirectAssign, select an assignment-type and code.

• CodeFuncStat, code function statement.

6.7 Expression coding

The expression coder also uses the recursive descent principle. Expressions may refer to re
sources by name similar to assignments. When coding identifier references the code-generator
must first determine which resource is affected, this procedure is identical to that of the as
signment statement. Once the resource type is determined appropriate code can be emitted.

• SelectExpression, select expression to code.

• Codeldentifier, select which resource type is used and code.

• Codelnteger, code integer reference.

• CodeFuncExpr, code function reference.

• CodeUnary, code negation.

• CodeBinary, select which operation is performed and code.

• CodeTernary, code slice operation.
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6.8 Code-generator overview

Table 17 lists all files which used to generate the code-generator.

Name

Token.h
ScanType.h
TreeType.h
CodeType.h
CodeFunc.h
CodelFunc.c
Code2Func.c
Code3Func.c

Contents

Token defines and debug toggles
Scanner attributes and files
Parser attributes and types
Types and variables for the coder
Coder interface
Miscellaneous coding functions
General simulator coder functions
Statement and Expression coding functions

Table 17: Code-generation files
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7 Standard Compiler Blocks
Various standard compiler blocks are used in the simulator generation process. In table 18 a
list is presented of these blocks and their contents. Various blocks, such as the Assign.c block,
consist of standard functions. These functions were introduced in chapter 5. Other blocks
such as the decoder and the memory manager block are new, in this chapter these blocks will
be examined.

File name

Assign.c
Decoder.h
Decoder.c
ExprEval.h
ExprEval.c
FixVar.h
ForMacro.c
MemoryMan.h
MemoryMan.c
UserIn.h
UserIn.c

Contents

Assignment functions
Decoder function prototypes
Decoder functions
Expression evaluation prototypes
Expression evaluation functions
Standard variable declarations
For-statement macros
Memory manager prototypes
Memory manager functions
User interface prototypes
User interface functions

Table 18: Standard simulator blocks

7.1 Instruction Decoder

A simple instruction-list decoder is used in the first version of SimGen simulators. Other
types of instruction decoders are presented in appendix B. The current decoder compares the
actual fetchbuffer contents with entries in the instruction list until a match is found.

Instruction decoding algorithm

1. Start the comparison at the first list entry.

2. Match the current fetchbuffer contents with the current list entry.

3. If no match is found proceed to the next instruction.

4. If a match is found, invoke the appropriate function, using the instruction jump-table.

If the instruction in the fetchbuffer is a valid instruction, it will be recognized as such and it's
description will be executed. Otherwise an error will be generated, and the Decoder function
will return 0, indicating an unsuccessful decoding attempt. Figure 47 lists the decoding
function used in the instruction decoder.

Instruction words are matched using the MatchCurrent function. The MatchCurrent function
matches the fetchbuffer contents with an instruction list entry.
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MatchCurrent algorithm:

• Compare each word of the fetchbuffer with the corresponding word in the instruction
list entry.

• If a difference occurs, return zero.

• As long as the fetchbuffer words match those of the instruction list entry, and there are
words left to match, proceed to the next word.

• If there are no more words left, a match is found.

Each word from the instruction list entry is matched with the corresponding fetchbuffer word.
Each word is compa.red in three steps:

1. xor the fetchbuffer entry with the corresponding instruction list word.

(Those bits which differ are set.)

2. negate the don't care field.

(Bits corresponding with fixed bits in this instruction word are set.)

3. and both the inverted don't care field and the result of the xor operation.

(Fixed bits which differ are set.)

If the result of these subsequent operations is 0, the current opcode word matches that of
the instruction list entry. The negate operation can be avoided by storing the inverted don't
care values in the instruction list field. The current algorithm however, emphasizes the actual
decoding process.

7.2 Memory Manager

The memory manager is another standard simulator block. The memory manager source
contains four different - conditionally compiled - memory managers. Only one memory man
ager routine will be examined, the memory manager suitable for the 32 bits addressing space.
This memory manager is a generalized version of the other memory manager models. The
memory managers for smaller addressing spaces operate in a similar fashion. All unnecessary
administrative overhead in these memory managers has been removed.

7.2.1 Memory Manager a functional view

The memory manager administers all accesses to memory. Accesses to memory are registered,
using statistics and or traces. To register access statistics to memory elements, each element
has two activity counters associated with it, a read and write counter. A single memory
element thus consists of three integers, the actual value and both read and write counter.
The memory manager allows two different types of accesses, those which affect read and
write counters attached to memory elements and those which don't.
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Integer Decoder()

{

struct InstrList *currentptr;
Integer current;

currentptr
current

= InstrList;
=0;

vhile (current<NrInstructions)
{

if (HatchCurrent(currentptr»
{

1* Increase instruction activity *1
currentptr->Call++;

1* Invoke instruction *1
Instr[currentptr->Jump]();

return(l);
}

current++;
currentptr++;

}

printf("** Error (DEC)
return(O);

}

Figure 47: Decoder function

Unknovn Instruction Opcode. \n");

Both types are required. Usually accesses result in the update/log of statistics, sometimes
this is not the case. For example, when a simulator user examines the memory contents,
memory access counters should remain unaffected. A similar situation arises when a new
value is assigned to a memory alias. Although the memory contents should be affected
by this assignment, memory statistics should remain unaffected. All memory accesses, are
performed using memory manager functions. Thus two different access methods coexist.

Memory Manager usage

Figure 48 depicts a memory manager which allows the usage of 32-bit addresses. This memory
manager will be referred to as "the" memory manager for now. During each memory access
the simulator passes an address to the memory manager. The memory manager partitions
these addresses into bytes. Each byte in turn is used to address an element in a lookup-table,
or an actual memory element.

Consider illustration 48, this figure represent an instantiated memory-tree structure for a 32-
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Figure 48: Memory manager for 32-bit addresses

bits addressing space. The most significant address-byte is used to select an entry in the base
memory table. The next two bytes are used to select pointers in subsequent tables. The last
address-byte is used to address one single memory element from a memory block containing
256 memory elements.

After initialization the memory manager consists of a single table, the base memory table.
This table, contains 256 initialized pointers, initial value, NULL.

If a new value needs to be assigned to a certain memory element, the MW (memory write)
function is invoked. This function starts at the base memory table. It traverses the memory
tree-structure using the address information. During this tree-traversal, the write function
can either encounter a table entry containing a NULL pointer, or the actual memory block.
If a NULL pointer is encountered all subsequent tables - including the actual memory block
- are allocated, before the actual write is performed.

Reading a value from memory using the MR (memory read) results in similar actions. Even
if an unused memory element is read, a memory block is allocated; the memory elements
activity counter must be updated. If the read in question does not affect activity counters,
there is no need to allocate the actual tables, no information is present yet. In a situation
like this an empty memory element is returned.

Figure 49 presents declarations for the various data-structures in figure 48. Two different
blocks can be distinguished, a memory block containing 256 memory elements (MemBlock)
and a table of 256 pointers (MemTable). MemTable entries point either to other memory
tables or to memory blocks. Tables are allocated using calloc, so no additional initialization
is necessary.

As stated earlier, the 32 bit memory manager essentially is a generalization of memory man
agers for 24, 16 or 8 bits addressing spaces. A memory manager for a 24 bits addressing space
is conceptually identical to its 32 bit counterpart, with the exception of a single MemTable
which has become redundant.
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struct HemElem {Integer Word:
Integer Read:
Integer Write:

}:

union Pointer { struct HemBlock *Block:
struct HemTable *Table:

}:
struct HemBlock { struct HemElem Elem [256]: }:
struct HemTable { union Pointer Table [256] : }:

struct HemTable *Hemory;

Figure 49: Memory manager data structures

7.2.2 Memory Manager interface

The actual memory manager data-structure is accessed using functions from the memory
manager interface. Other accesses are not allowed.

Memory Manager Functions:

• Mlnit

Mlnit is used to initialize the memory base table, it must be executed before accessing
the memory data-structure.

• MCleanup

MCleanup recursively frees all memory allocated by the memory manager except for
the base memory table. The base memory table is maintained and is initialized.

• MR

Memory Read function, access a specific memory element, update memory read counter
and log this memory access (if needed). Return value.

• MRNoStat

Memory Read function, access memory element, without affecting statistics or memory
log. Return value.

• MRStruct

Memory Read function which returns both value, read and write counter. Does not
affect statistics or log.

• MW
Memory Write function, see MR.
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• MWNoStat

Memory Write function, see MRNoStat.

• MWStruct

Memory Write function, see MRStruct.

• MRReset

Memory read activity counter reset.

• MWReset

Memory write activity counter reset.

• MSave

Save memory state. Save memory characteristics and for each allocated memory block
the "address" and all 256 memory block elements, value, read and write.

• MLoad

Load memory state, match saved characteristics, with current characteristics.

7.3 User interface

The current simulator user interface is used to access to the most elementary simulator opera
tions. A more elaborate user-interface i.e. a window oriented user interface can be constructed
at a later date. Appendix F contains a more detailed examination ofthe current user-interface.
The current user interface is rather basic, only a limited number of functions are available to
provide access to all underlying data-structures and functions.

• Menu functions

Present the user with a menu in which (s)he can select an action by entering a number.

- MainMenu
- FileMenu
- ResourceMenu
- StatisticMenu
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• File and Initialization functions
ResetResources
ResetMemory
ResetFunctionActivity
ResetInstructionActivity
LoadMemory, allow the user to load a previously saved
memory state, including read and write counters.
LoadResources, load all resource values read and write
information including read and write statistics,
and function and instruction activity counters.
LoadProgram, allow the user to load a program file,
no read an write counters included.
SaveMemory, see load memory.
SaveResources, see load resources.
SaveProgram, see load program.
ChangeSimLogNarne, change the simulator log file name.

• Print functions

Each function requests the user to enter an identifiers and or parameters. This results
in the output of a resource(s) or activity counter(s).

- PrintVariable
- PrintMemAlias
- PrintVarAlias
- PrintMemory
- PrintAllResources
- PrintMemoryRange
- PrintFunctionActivity
- PrintInstructionActivity

• Edit functions

Each function requests the user to enter an identifiers and or parameters which result
in the modification of a resource(s) or the accompanying activity counter(s).

- EditVarAlias
- EditVariable
- EditMemAlias
- EditMemory
- EditVariableStatistic
- EditVarAliasStatistic
- EditMemAliasStatistic
- EditMemoryStatistic

• Execute functions

Execute a single instruction or an arbitrary number of instructions.

- ExecuteStep
- ExecuteMultiple
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8 First Results

8.1 Simulator generator tests

Once the simulator generator became operational, several tests were performed to establish
simulator performance. Although these test did not include a full-fledged processor descrip
tion, all essential operations used in actual simulators were tested. These tests validated
correct operation of the instruction decoder, statement execution and expression handling.
All test were performed using an Apollo DN4500 work-station.

1. Decoder tests

Two different instruction decoders were tested, an instruction decoder for the Intel 8085
and a instruction decoder for the Motorola 68000. Behavior of the Intel decoder has
been tested exhaustively. Behavior of the Motorola decoder was examined only for a
limited number of opcodes.

Both simulators consisted of an empty instruction framework. Although all instruc
tions and operands were specified, the a.ctual statement-lists were empty. These simu
lators present an indication of instruction decoding speed for practical processors. The
simulation-runs consisted of the decoding and invocation of 2.5,000 instructions. No
traces were generated during these simulation-runs.

Three different test-runs were performed using:

• First instruction in the instruction-list, best case.

• Last instruction in the instruction-list, worst case.

• Random instructions.

On average the instruction decoder decoded and executed about 1600-2700 instructions
per second. The Motorola decoder is slower due to the additional operands and the larger
opcode size. Run-times are specified in CPU seconds. The average performance of a
simple instruction list decoder is not very good, it resembles the worst case situation.
The addition of a hashing function can improve the decoder performance.

8085 68000

first instruction 1.0 s 2.0 s
last instruction 14.5 s 18.0 s
random instruction 9.0 s 15.5 s

2. Description language constructs

A separate simulator for a fictive processor was generated to test the execution speed
of SimDes language constructs. The instruction-set for this processor consists of eight
instructions. Each instruction benchmarks one particular statement-type, it consists of
20 statements which are being benchmarked in a single while-loop. Instruction decoding
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and loop over-head is ignored. The table below lists statements and the estimated
number of statements which can be executed in a single second of CPU time.

SimDes statement

M[ offset] = register alias
memory alias = constant
register = constant
register alias = constant
M[ register + offset] = register
if then else + register assignment
function-call, single parameter
binary expression mix + register assignment

# per second

35,000
25,000
80,000
60,000
23,000
40,000
43,000
40,000

On average an instruction will contain over twenty statements. For example a function call
some assignments and selections. The time taken to execute an instruction description is in
the same order of magnitude as the time taken to decode and invoke an instruction.

8.2 Limitations
In this report various aspects of SimGen were examined. As such SimGen is a stand-alone
simulator generator system for sequential instruction-set processor simulators. Using the
SimDes processor description language sequential processor can be modeled. The current
version is the first generation of possibly more detailed, more elaborate simulator generator
tools. In its present form the simulator generator still has several limitations.

The most important limitation of SimGen is inherited from the processor model. The proces
sor model and the accompanying input language do not model parallelism. The entire PASS
tool-set was constructed to support the designer during the processor architecture design. At
this moment in time, these designs often incorporate parallelism. SimGen cannot be used to
simulate these state-of-the-art parallel processor designs accurately, it could be used to obtain
an estimate of actual behavior.

Although the current system is limited to sequential processors, it allows more detailed sim
ulation than the architectural workbench. However, certain future improvements might be
considered.

Future improvements:

• Post-processing the parse-tree

Currently the parse-tree is passed to the verification phase and code-generator as it was
generated by the parser. Only minor alterations are made to the tree-structure. The
verification and code-generation could be simplified by transforming the parse tree in
an additional step resulting in a simpler tree-structure.
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• More efficient instruction operand-handling

Although the current operand handling is satisfactory, the modeling of large processors
still involves many function calls for operand evaluation/decoding. A mechanism is
needed which eliminates or speeds up this decoding process, by eliminating excessive
function calls.

• Hardware related functions

When a processor description is generated the need for hardware specific functions
becomes evident. Operations such as the calculation of a parity bit are performed using
a SimDes function call. Once larger processor descriptions are realized the need for
similar functions can be assessed and more efficient coding methods can be evaluated.

• Larger data-types.

The introduction oflarger data-types, such as floats, could alleviate the actual processor
description process.

• Flexible log handles

The current simulator generator has a fixed set of simulator log functions. More selective
log functions or an additional write statements would combine simulation speed with
traces.

• Tuning

Log functions should be tuned, to eliminate the current excessive log length. The current
logs are verbose logs, which illustrate which information is available at run-time.

• Instruction decoder

The current instruction decoder could be replaced or improved, appendix B. Alterna
tively a completely user specified decoder could be used.

8.3 Conclusions

The SimDes language offers a processor designer a formalism to describe processor behavior,
using a register transfer language derivative. This description language resembles that used
in data books of established instruction-set processors.

The information generated by the instruction-set simulator has not been examined yet. Sim
ulators generated using SimGen can generate vast amounts of data, statistics or traces. In
their present format they do not present meaningful performance figures. To analyze them it
will be necessary to generate a post-processor which determines a set of performance figures
using these traces. These figures will only approximate actual processor behavior. Figures
however, can be compared whilst behavior can not be compared that easily.

Once a post-processor is constructed, and several existing processors are described, simulation
figures can be correlated with the actual processor performance. This in turn may present new
insight regarding the generation of processor performance figures, and or establish the need
for yet more detail. Another worthwhile experiment is the comparison of multiple processor
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implementations, designed by different designers. This scenario relates differences in processor
descriptions with differences in simulation results.

Processor statistics and traces, are unavoidably linked with compiler efficiency. On the in
termediate level a compiler is used to generate object-files for simulation. The output code
generated by this compiler must be optimized processor code. Compiler optimization however
may have implications on processor statistics.

Should the compiler for instance prefer to store intermediate values in registers rather than
memory, then the number of accesses to registers will be relatively high. If in this design
registers are added, simulated programs will become "faster" due to one particular compiler
strategy. In this scenario the compiler is benchmark-ed, not the processor.

Although many problems remain to be solved, the current simulator generator is an ideal
tool to experiment with sequential instruction-set architectures. It can be used to obtain
accurate simulations for sequential processors, and may present performance estimates for
non-sequential processors.
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B Alternative instruction decoders

Instructions are presented to a processor using operation codes. Operation codes, opcodes for
short, are numbers which correspond to a single instruction in the processors instruction-set.
SimGen generated simulators contain a standard block for instruction decoding. It is used by
the simulator to determine which instruction matches the current opcode in the fetch buffer.
The number of candidate instructions varies from processor to processor, typically there are
about 100 candidate instructions.

In the SimDes description language, instructions are characterized by both the fixed opcode
part and the instruction operands. The fixed opcode part is usually located in the first
word, of the instruction-opcode. In actual processors, dedicated algorithms are used to de
code these fixed bits. These algorithms are based on design-knowledge for that particular
processor/instruction-set.

The instruction recognition process consists of a match/search algorithm. The algorithm
searches an instruction from the instruction-set which matches the current instruction opcode
in the fetchbuffer. The instruction decoder should be designed using two design criteria,
decoding speed and memory usage. In the instruction decoder speed can be traded for
memory and vice versa. In this appendix five strategies will be evaluated.

The memory usage and decoding speed will be rated using the constants nand b.

n = # instructions typical 100
b maximum # bits in opcode typical 8-32

• Lookup-table

• Sorted instruction list

• Sorted instruction list and hashing

• Scratch table

• Trimmed tree recognition

1. Lookup table

The Intel 8080 and Intel 8085 have a small instruction-set, an instruction is specified us
ing an 8 bits opcode. The 8085 instruction-set can be described using 68 "instructions".
An instruction decoder for this processor must link 256 possible instruction with one of
68 alternatives. This instruction-set can be decoded using a simple lookup-table.

This lookup-table consists of an array of 256 entries. Each array element corresponds
to an opcode from the instruction-set. Each element contains a reference to the ac
companying instruction. Once an instruction is encountered it can be decoded or even
invoked using a single array reference.

Although the Intel 8080 instruction-set is rather simple more complex instruction-sets,
such as that of the MC68000, could be coded this way. Once the instruction opcode
width exceeds 16 bits, the lookup-table size will take on excessive sizes.

Memory usage 0(2b)

Decoding speed 0(1)
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2. Sorted instruction list

The sorted list algorithm uses the instruction description information to generate a
sorted list containing all instructions. The instruction description consists of the fixed
opcode part and the operands. By substituting don't cares on operand positions in the
fixed opcode part, an instruction representation is obtained which matches all opcodes
corresponding to an instruction.

This representation was presented in chapter 3. In chapter 6 the code generator was
examined which positions all instructions in a list and subsequently sorts it using the
order:

O<l<x

After the sort is complete, instructions without don't cares are the first entries in the
instruction list. Instructions at the bottom of the list are likely to contain don't cares,
the "larger" numbers. An instruction is decoded, by matching the fetchbuffer with the
instructions in the instruction list until a match is found. The decoder must start at the
top of the list, matching a single instruction at a time. If instructions were uniformly
distributed in the instructions list, the decoder would typically need to search half the
list before a match is found. The entries at the bottom of the list are more likely to
contain more don't cares, corresponding to various opcodes. Therefore the instruction
decoder on average will need to search more than half the instruction list before a match
is found.

Memory usage, the sorted instruction list data-structure uses little memory, for each
instruction an entry must be present in the instruction list. These entries contain the
instruction opcode and operand values.

Memory usage O(nb)
Decoding speed > O(O.25nb)

Instead of comparing each bit, the search could be speeded up considerably, by com
paring multiple bits or words at a time, thereby eliminating b from the decoding speed
figure.

3. Sorted instruction list and hashing

Due to its efficient memory usage the sorted instruction list decoder is an interesting al
ternative for the lookup-table implementation. The decoding speed however is relatively
slow.

The decoding speed can be improved by utilizing a hash-table. The first instruction word
(or part of it) could be linked with an offset in the instruction list using a hash-table. A
large part of the instruction-list could be discarded using only a single reference to the
hash-table. Note: the don't cares in the instruction list affect the hash-table entries.

Memory usage O(2nb)
Decoding speed < O(O.25nb)

4. Scratch table

The scratch table algorithm is based on the sorted instruction list algorithm. Additional
data-structures are provided to speed up the matching process, similar to hashing. The
scratch-table method uses an elimination method to discard candidate instructions.
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The decoder starts of with all instructions in the candidate set. Given a single word
from the instruction opcode, a number of candidate instructions can be discarded or
scratched. All instructions with fixed bits which differ from those in the opcode word,
can be discarded. At that time only the remaining candidates need to be matched. The
scratch algorithm requires an efficient implementation of concepts such as candidate
set, and removal of instructions from the candidate set.

The candidate set could be implemented as a bit vector, each bit corresponding to
a single instruction. Removal of candidates implies resetting bits from the candidate
vector. For instance by anding the candidate set with a bit vector containing a mask for
the current opcode. If there is such a vector for each opcode (or part of it) the number
of candidate instructions could be reduced fast. These mask vectors could be linked
with opcodes or parts of opcodes using a hash-table.

Memory usage resembles that of the sorted list recognition system. In addition storage
space is needed to accommodate the scratch-vectors, n bits for each instruction. Exper
iments with the 68000 opcode showed that the number of candidate instructions could
be reduced to an average of two instructions, using only the first opcode word.

Memory usage O(n2)

Decoding speed < O(0.25nb)

5. Trimmed tree recognition

Instead of storing instructions in lists or tables, instructions could be stored in a binary
tree-structure. Each level of this tree-structure corresponds to a single bit in the in
struction opcode. The tree-structure for storage of all Intel 8085 opcodes, 8 bits wide,
would have eight levels.

Several 8085 opcodes correspond to a similar instruction, only the operands vary. The
instruction decoder does not need to discriminate amongst the various operands. This
implies that in instruction-sets with many operands, a large part of the tree-structure
could be trimmed once all leaves from a sub-tree correspond to one particular instruc
tion.

Given an opcode corresponding to an 8085 instruction the accompanying tree-structure
should be traversed until no further children are present. At that point the instruction
is recognized. A reference to this instruction must be present at this leaf node.

Larger instructions sets such as that of the Motorola 68000, 16 bits, can be stored rela
tively efficient by trimming the tree-structure. In general large instruction-sets contain
more operands. Due to the large amount of operands a large part of the binary tree
could be "trimmed". On average the MC68000 instructions contain 6 operand bits. The
binary tree needed to store all opcodes would be about 10 levels deep. Thus about 2000
nodes must be allocated. If however the tree-structure could not be trimmed, it would
have required an unacceptable amount of memory.

Memory usage O(2o.65b)

Decoding speed O(b)

The multiplier 0.65 is an estimate, typical for the MC68000 instruction-set. This mul
tiplier is influenced by the number of operands and their position in the opcodes. Typ
ically 32 bit instruction-sets will contain yet more operand information and therefore
the multiplier could be significantly smaller.
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Comparison

The various different instruction decoding algorithms, show an exchange of memory for speed.
Currently the sorted list decoder is implemented. Although it is not very fast, it is easy to un
derstand and can be used to describe virtually any instruction-set. The decoder performance
could be improved using hashing or scratch tables, the latter seems especially profitable if it
is efficiently implemented.

Other algorithms are less universal, they can exhibit excessive memory requirements in some
cases. In future simulators the instruction-set could be examined before coding. These results
could be used to select the most suitable instruction decoder.

Memory Usage Decoding speed

Lookup Table
Trimmed Tree
Scratch Table
Sorted List and hashing
Sorted List

0(2b)

0(20 .6b )

0(n2 )

0(2n)
O(n)

<
<
>

0(1)
O(b)
0(0.25nb)
0(0.25nb)
0(0.25nb)

n
b =

# instructions
maximum # bits in opcode

typical
typical

100
8-32
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C SimDes Grammar and Production rules

The SimDes grammar can be characterized using the following items:

1. Start symbol

2. Non-terminals

3. Terminals

4. Production rules

1. Start symbol

Start symbol: description

2. Non-terminals

Non-terminals in order of occurrence:

description
resources
memory
pc
registers
register_declarations
register_declaration
ports
port_declarations
port_declaration
aliases
alias_declarations
alias_declaration
statistics
statistic_declarations
statistic_declaration
identifiers
rest_identifiers
designatorl
initial_values
integer_list
rest_integer_list
implementations
rest_implementations
local_resources
fetchbuffer
function_block
functions
function
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parameters
rest_parameters
parameter
return_type
fetch_block
instruction_block
instructions
instruction
opcode
rest_opcode
operand
rest_operand
traphandler_block
locals
local
statement_list
block
statement
alternatives
function_arguments
rest_arguments
designator2
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3. Terminals

Terminal symbols which occur in the production rules are handed to the parser by the
scanner. These symbols are placed within quotes, except for the Ident and Int symbols.

Terminals:

description
resources
memory
PC
ports
registers
aliases
implementation
functions
instructions
traphandler
statistics
fetch
fetchbuffer

if
then
else
for
to
dovnto
do
vhile
repeat
until
case
default
return
void

Ident
Int
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=
* *=
/ /=
% %=
+ +=

/[ -=
-- ] 1 1:=
!= [ =
< ] 1=
> ( «=
<= ) »=
>= { ++
I: }

«
»
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4. Production rules

The SimOes grammar is a context-free grammar. A non-terminal is replaced by (n)one
or more non-terminals or terminals. All rules consist of a non-terminal on the left-hand
side of the colon and an optional non-terminal/terminal mix on the right-hand side.

non-terminal

Production rules:

: (non-terminal I terminal)*

/* global description production rules */

description
description I[ 'description' Ident resources

statistics implementations ] I

/* production rules resources */

resources I[ 'resources' memory
registers
aliases

pc
ports

] I

memory

pc

registers
registers
register_declarations
register_declarations
register_declaration
register_declaration

ports
ports
port_declarations
port_declarations
port_declaration
port_declaration

aliases
aliases
alias_declarations
alias_declarations

I [ 'memory' : Ident [ Int ] { Int } ] I

I[ 'PC' : Ident { Int } ={ Int } ] I

I [ 'registers' : register_declarations ] I
register_declaration
register_declaration ; register_declarations

identifiers designator! { Int } initial_values

I [ 'ports' : port_declarations] I
port_declaration
port_declaration ; port_declarations

identifiers designator! { Int }

I[ 'aliases' : alias_declarations] I
alias_declaration
alias_declaration ; alias_declarations
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alias_declaration
alias_declaration
alias_declaration

Ident = Ident designator1 { Int }
Ident = Ident designator1 {Int Int }

Ident rest_identifiersidentifiers
rest_identifiers
rest_identifiers . . Ident rest_identifiers

designator1
designator1

initiaLvalues
initiaLvalues

integer_list
rest_integer_list
rest_integer_list

[ Int ] designator1

= { integer_list}

1* statistics global to description *1

statistics
statistics
statistic_declarations
statistic_declarations
statistic_declaration
statistic_declaration

I [ 'statistics' : statistic_declarations] I
statistic_declaration
statistic_declaration ; statistic_declarations

identifiers designator1 { Int }

1* implementation block production rules *1

implementations
rest_implementations
rest_implementations

implementation

implementation rest_implementations

implementation rest_implementations

I[ 'implementation' : Ident
local_resources
statistics
function_block
fetch_block
instruction_block
traphandler_block ] I

1* resources local to implementation *1
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local_resources I[ 'resources' fetchbuffer registers
aliases ] I

fetchbuffer I[ 'fetchbuffer' : Ident [Int] { Int}]1

1* functions local to implementation *1

function_block
function_block I[ 'functions' functions ] I

functions
functions
function

parameters
parameters
rest_parameters
rest_parameters
parameter

return_type
return_type

function functions
Ident ( parameters ) : return_type

{ locals I statement_list }

parameter rest_parameters

, parameter rest_parameters
identifiers { Int }

{ Int }
void

1* fetch_block local to implementation *1

I [ 'fetch' { locals I statement_list } ] I

1* instructions local to implementation *1

instruction_block
instructions
instructions
instruction

instruction

opcode

I[ 'instructions' : instructions]J

instruction instructions
Ident ( opcode I operand)

{ locals I statement_list }
Ident ( opcode )

{ locals I statement_list }

Int rest_opcode
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rest_opcode
rest_opcode • Int rest_opcode

Ident { Int } rest_operand
Ident { Int .. Int } rest_operand

operand
operand
operand
rest_operand
rest_operand
rest_operand

·· .
· . Ident { Int } rest_operand

Ident { Int .. Int } rest_operand

1* traphandler local to implementation *1

traphandler_block
traphandler_block
traphandler_block

I[ 'traphandler' : ]1
I[ 'traphandler' :

{ locals I statement_list } ] I

1* locals used to declare locals preceding statement blocks *1

identifiers designator1 { Int }

locals
locals
local
local

local
local

locals

1* From statement_list to statement *1

statement_list
statement_list

block
block

statement_list

block
block

statement
statement
statement
statement

statement

statement
statement

{ statement_list }
statement

'if' expression 'then' block
'if' expression 'then' block 'else' block
'for' Ident designator2 = expression

'to' expression 'do' block
'for' Ident designator2 = expression

'dovnto' expression 'do' block
'while' expression 'do' block
'repeat block 'until' expression
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statement

statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement
statement

'case' expression
{alternatives 'default'

'return'
'return' ( expression)
Ident ( function_arguments )
var = expression
var *= expression
var /= expression
var Yo= expression
var += expression
var -= expression
var &= expression
var = expression
var 1= expression
var «= expression
var »= expression
var ++
var

block }

alternatives
alternatives Int block alternatives

function_arguments
function_arguments
rest_arguments
rest_arguments

designator2
designator2

var
var
var

expression rest_arguments

expression rest_arguments

[ expression ] designator2

Ident designator2
Ident designator2 { expression }
Ident designator2 {expression expression }

/* expressions used in statements */

expression
expression
expression
expression

( expression )
Int
Ident designator2
Ident ( function_arguments )

/* ternary operator { slice } */
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expression

1* binary operators *1

expression { expression expression }

expression expression * expression
expression expression 1 expression
expression expression 1. expression
expression expression + expression
expression expression - expression
expression expression t expression
expression expression expression
expression expression expression
expression expression == expression
expression expression != expression
expression expression < expression
expression expression > expression
expression expression <= expression
expression expression >= expression
expression expression « expression
expression expression » expression

1* unary operator *1

expression -expression
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D SimGen - Installation
SimGen is generated using several C-sources, these sources must be present in the directory
where SimGen is generated. Before generating SimGen one must evaluate whether or not
logs should be made of the parsing process. If so, a set of files will be created during each
parse. These files contain information regarding the actions performed by SimGen. If logs are
required, the appropriate toggles in Token.h can be set. Alternatively they could be passed
to the compiler manually.

SCANNERDEBUG
PARSERDEBUG
BUlLDDEBUG
CHECKDEBUG

- scanner debugging files
- parser debugging files
- parse-tree builder debug files
- parse-tree verification debug files

• List of files

The next list presents all files necessary for SimGen generation.

BuildFunc .c
BuildFunc .h
ChecklFunc. c
Check2Func.c
Check3Func.c
CheckFunc.c

CheckFunc.h
CheckType.h
CodelFunc.c
Code2Func.c
Code3Func.c
CodeFunc.c

CodeFunc.h
CodeType.h
Kakefile
ParserDriver.c
ScanDrv.c
ScanFunc.c

ScanFunc.h
ScanType.h
SimGen.lalr
SimGen.rex
Token.h
TreeType.h

• Makefile

The following Makefile was constructed to ease the generation of SimGen. This makefile,
creates a scanner using Rex and a parser using Lair. Subsequently additional files will
be compiled, and an executable named SimGen will be produced. It could be necessary
to alter the directory settings to those of your system.

For SimGen construction type: make SimGen

SimGen is a stand-alone compiler, it ca.n be moved to the directory where simulators
should be generated.
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SHELL'" /bin/sh
SYSTEM • apollo
GKD ... /usr/10ca1/package/gmd
GKDBIN $(GHD)/bin
GKDLIB $(GHD)/1ib
GKDINC $(GHD)/inc1ude
LALRLFLAG ... -v -b
REXLFLAG "'-1
LIBS ... -1reusec '-1reuse
CFLAGS ... -g -0 -I $(GKDINC)

PARSOBJ • \
ScanFunc •0 \
Scanner.o \
Source.o \
BuildFunc.o\
CheckFunc.o\
CodeFunc.o\
Parser. 0\
Errors.o \
ParserDriver.o

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• SCANNER

Scanner.c Scanner.h Source.c Source.h: SimGen.rex
$(GHDBIN)/rex -c -d -s -i SimGen.rex

........................................, .
•
# PARSER

Errors.o:Errors.c
Parser.o: Parser.c
Scanner. 0: Scanner.c

Parser.c Parser.h Error.c Error.h: SimGen.1a1r
$(GKDBIN)/1alr $(LALRLFLAG) -c -e -d SimGen.1a1r

................................................"""""""""",
# SimGen

SimGen: SimGen.1a1r $(PARSOBJ)
cc -0 SimGen -L $(GKDLIB) $(PARSOBJ) $(LIBS)
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E Simulator Construction
Once SimGen has been generated, and a processor description called e.g. "Test" has been
written. A simulator can be generated for this file. Descriptions are handed to SimGen using
standard Unix conventions.

For example: SimGen < Test

As a result of this command several files are generated. If logs are activated, additional
information will be placed in the parser log-files. If a description is incorrect, syntactically or
semantically, the code-generation process will be aborted.

If a description passes the syntactic and semantic verification, code will be generated for this
file. Additionally a list of all identifiers used in the description will be output on stdout,
followed by the sorted list of instructions. This output can be redirected to a file.

For example: SimGen < Test> List

• Output code files

Once a processor description passes the verification steps, code will be generated for
the processor description. This code is stored in various files. These files together with
several standard building blocks are needed to generate a complete simulator.

Define.h Constant definitions
<Implementation_name>.c Simulator main
<Implementation_name>_func.h Function prototypes
<Implementation_name>Jnstr.h Instruction prototypes
<Implementation_name>_var_var.h Database declaration
< Implementation_name>_var_code.h Function and Instruction code

• Makefile

To automatically generate a simulator several standard building blocks must be present
in the directory where the simulator is generated. These sta.nda.rd files are listed in the
following list.

Assign.c
Assign.h
Decoder.c
Decoder.h

ExprEval.c
ExprEval.h
FixVar.h
ForKacro.c

KemoryKan.c
KemoryKan.h
Kakefile
UserIn.c

UserIn.h

Once these files are present in the same directory as the files obtained from the SimGen
compiler, a simulator can be generated using a second makefile. For example a simulator
for a "mc68k" description is generated by: make mc68k.sim This command will return
a simulator by the name of "mc68k.sim".
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SHELL .. /bin/sh
SYSTEM .. apollo
GKD .. /usr/local/package/gmd
GKDBIN .. $(GKD)/bin
GKDLIB .. $(GKD)/lib
GKDINC .. $(GKD)/include

SIKSRC .. \
KemoryKan.c \
Decoder.c \
ExprEval.c \

Assign.c\
UserIn.c

SIKOBJ .. \
KemoryKan.o \
Decoder.o \
ExprEval.o \

Assign. 0\
UserIn.o

#####################################################################

#

# Simulator

.SUFFIXES: .sim .0 .c .h

.c.sim :
cc -c $(SIKSRC)
cc -c $*.c
cc -0 $*.sim $(SIKOBJ) $*.0

Simulator : $(SIKOBJ)
cc -0 Simulator $(SIKOBJ)
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F Simulator Usage
The simulator user-interface contains only very basic options. It contains several primitive
functions which allow the user to execute only the most elementary actions. This user
interface is generated using the code in the UserIn.c and UserIn.h files. In this appendix the
menu structure(s) are examined.

• Main Menu

Main Menu

1) File / Initialization menu
2) Resources menu
3) Statistics menu
4) Print all resources
5) Print memory range
6) Print function activity
7) Print instruction activity
8) Execute step
9) Execute multiple steps

>-----

The main menu offers various options to the user, such as listing the most elementary
hardware and executing instructions. Subsequent menus can be entered to examine and
alter resources. In all menus the following functions are present:

print all resources

print memory range

print function activity

print instruction activity

These functions can be used to monitor statistics during simulation. Examples of several
functions are listed next.

- Resources overview.

Identifier Value Read Write

PC[O 0 0 0
d[O] 0 0 0
a[O] 0 0 0
s[O] 0 0 0
FB[O 0 0 0

[1] 0 0 0

Identifier Value Read Write

dOL 0 0 0
aOL 0 0 0
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Print memory range

Input Memory range start (decimal)
>0

Input Memory range end (decimal)
>10

Memory range (OxO,Oxa)

Address Value Read Write
OxO 0 0 0
0x1 0 0 0
Ox2 0 0 0
Ox3 0 0 0
Ox4 0 0 0
Ox5 0 0 0
Ox6 0 0 0
Ox7 0 0 0
Ox8 0 0 0
Ox9 0 0 0

Instruction activity.

Identifier
or_to_ccr
or_to_sr

addx
add
register_sr
memory_sr

Total executed

Activity
o
o

o
o
o
o

: 0
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• Files and initialization menu

File / Initialization Menu

0) Main menu
1) Reset memory
2) Reset resources
3) Reset instruction activity
4) Reset function activity
5) Load memory
6) Load resources and statistics
7) Load program
8) Save memory
9) Save resources and statistics

10) Save program
11) Change simlog name

>-----

All file and initialization functions are located in the initialization menu, the use of
these functions is self-explanatory. A possible exception is the change simlog name
option. This is used to close the current simulator log file. This log file is used to store
the simulator traces, this option closes the current log and opens a new log file once a
correct name has been specified.

• Resources menu

Value Menu

0) Main menu
1) Edit variable value
2) Edit varalias value
3) Edit memory value
4) Edit memalias value
5) Print variable
6) Print varalias
7) Print memory
8) Print memalias
9) Print all resources

10) Print memory range
11) Print function activity
12) Print instruction activity
13) Print variable base-addresses

>-----

Functions which alter resource values are located in the Value menu. Functions which
alter statistics are located in the Statistics menu. Resources are altered by selecting the
edit functions, specifying the appropriate identifier and an optional index. This index
is used to address an element of an array. At this moment only a single index is used,
even for multidimensional arrays.
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E.g. Consider the declaration and accompanying initialization
of register a.

a [2] [3] [4] - { 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ,10,11,
12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23 }

a[1] [2][3] has offset 23, and equals the element with value 23.
a[O] [2] [1] has offset 9, and equals the element with value 9.

The "print base-addresses" option may need some additional attention. This option
is used to retrieve the base-adresses stored in traces. At run-time, the simulator does
not allow us to determine which array element is addressed. Thus in traces only the
address of register array accesses can be stored. To relate these addresses with the
actual registers, information is needed regarding the base-addresses of resources. This
information is handed over by option 13.

• Statistics menu

Statistic Menu

0) Main menu
1) Edit variable statistic
2) Edit varalias statistic
3) Edit memory statistic
4) Edit memalias statistic
5) Print variable
6) Print varalias
7) Print memory
8) Print memalias
9) Print all resources

10) Print memory range
11) Print function activity
12) Print instruction activity

>-----

The statistics menu is similar to the value, menu. The statistics menu however enables
the designer to modify statistics. If reliable simulation results must be obtained these
functions should not be used.
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G File Forn1.at
Once a simulator is generated a designer can start simulating. All information saved by the
simulator is stored in ASCII files. The simulator user may examine these files and alter their
contents. The file format should not be altered. It is advisable to experiment with these files,
e.g. by saving a slice of memory, examine it, modify it and reload it. Alterations may affect
the value or contents of these files, but should maintain the file format.

• Memory save format

The memory save format is used to save the entire memory state. This function is part
of the memory manager function interface. As such it saves the entire allocated memory
to file. The format is characterized by the following specifications:

- There are two different blocks types, header block type and memory block type.

- The header block is the first block in the file a.nd consists of two numbers, memory-
width and memory-size.

- A memory block starts with an address on a separate line, followed by the contents
of 256 memory elements. Each element is positioned on a separate line. All
elements consists of three parts, the actual word and the values of both read and
write counters.

- All numbers are in hexadecimal format.

- All numbers on a line are separated by spaces.

- Each line is terminated by a newline-symbol.

- Files which store memory state should have the extension" .mem"

Block header:

hex1 hex2 # KemoryWidth in bits, KemorySize in bits.

Kemory block, 256 words:

hex3
hex4 hex5 hex6

hex7 hex8 hex9

# Block address.
# Word, Read and Write.
# •••
# Word, Read and Write •

• Program save format

Programs are loaded by the simulator using the program save format. Similar to the
memory save format these files are ASCII and can be editted using an editor. It is
advisable to experiment with this option, save a part of memory and examine, or modify
it. The format is characterized by the following specifications:

- There are two different block types, the header block type and program block type.

- The header block consists of two lines of two hexadecimal numbers each. Memory-
Width and size, and start address and the number of program words respectively.
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The program block consists of a fixed number of program words, each word on a
single line.

All numbers on a single line are separated by spaces.

Each line is terminated by a newline-symbol.

Programs should have the extension ".prg"

Block header:

hexl hex2
hex3 hex4

# KemoryWidth in bits, KemorySize in bits.
# Start address, number of entries.

Program block, hex4 words:

hexS

hex6

# First memory word.

# Last memory word .

• Resources save format

Resources can be altered from within the simulator. Resources can be saved to resume
simulation at a later date. Although this file is saved as ASCII, it cannot be altered easily,
no information regarding resource names is present in the file. Alterations should be
performed using the simulator menu options. The resource save format is included for
completeness.

The resource save format is characterized by the following specifications:

The resource block does not have a header.

It consists of five blocks, variable, varalias, memalias, function and instruction
information.

Variable information.

* For each variable element a single line.
* Each line; value and both read and write counters for each variable element.

VarAliases

* For each variable element a single line.
* On each line, read and write counters for each alias.

MemAliases

* For each variable element a single line.
* On each line, read and write counters for each alias.

Instructions

* For each instruction the accompanying activity counter on a single line.

Functions

* For each function the accompanying activity counter on a single line.

- All numbers are in hexadecimal format.

All numbers on a line are separated by spaces.

Each line is terminated by a newline-symbol.

Programs are saved with the extension" .res"
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